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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the citizenship camp pro
gram offered at the two Central Southwest District Camps, and to develop

from these evaluations, a more effective overall camping program In

Louisiana.

Through the evaluations, it was hoped that the educational

and recreational aspects of camping could be improved.

The primary objectives of this study were to compare the opinions
of the 172 boys and the 230girls, who attended the two camps, as to the

major aspects of camp, and to develop an overall evaluation from these

opinions.

The opinions of the participants were compared as to the

extent of information or enjoyment gained on the following phases of

camping:

citizenship activities, educational activities, group activi

ties, and recreational activities.

The campers were asked also to eval

uate the overall camp.

The majority of the campers involved in this study, apparently

enjoyed their camping experiences to a considerable extent.

The rec

reational type activities received the highest degree of acceptance
from the participants, with the free-choice phase being top preference.

Even though the citizenship type activities such as speakers on
citizenship, discussion groups and activity periods, were not as well
received as the recreational phase, they were well accepted by both

sexes.

Only slight differences occurred between the opinions of boys

and girls as to the extent of information gained from the recreation or

the citizenship periods.

The Sunset Service and the elections conducted at catsp failed to
generate any great amount of interest or enthusiasm from the respondents.
Generally, the campers were satisfied to have participated as a member

of a group.

The boys, however, expressed more satisfaction than the

girls.

The participants suggested that more emphasis for future camp pro
*
grams should be placed on the recreational type activities with somewhat
less emphasis on the citizenship type activities.

x

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Four-H Club work in Louisiana began in 1908 when V. L. Roy,
superintendent of education in Avoyelles Parish, asked his teachers
to canvass their students to find out how many boys would like to

grow com if free seed was made available.

Groups such as thia one,

who took advantage of the offer, were the vanguard of the present 4-H

Club program.

Since then, 4-H Club work has made rapid strides and

has become one of the most unique educational organizations for young
boys and girls in the rural areas of the world.

As an example, from

the 250 boys who were in corn club work under Mr. Roy, the Louisiana
program has grown in mambership to almost 100,000 members.

4-H Club

work has grown to the point that many boys and girls from urban areas
now take advantage of the many activities and incentives offered by

the present-day 4-H Club program.
The 4-H program exists in an ever-changing world.

In its infancy,

major emphasis was placed on projects such as corn, cotton, beef, poul
try, bread-making, and canning.

The importance of this work has not

diminished in any respect, but the development of citizenship, leader
ship, and Americanism is also stressed to those boys and girls who
participate in these projects.

These are not just added tasks, but

have the purpose of making youth more aware of their responsibilities
as citizens in the world of to-day.

Many sets of objectives for 4-H Club work have been written, but

the new objectives adopted in 1958 by a National Committee of Extension
1

2

leaders, including representatives of 4-H, are best suited to the
specific needs and interests of young people today.

These objectives

are as follows:

1.

Have practical experiences to help them develop into
capable, well adjusted adults;

2.

Visualize opportunities in and out of agriculture; recog
nizing their capabilities and need for continued education;

3.

Acquire knowledge, skills, and attitudes for satisfying

home and family life now and In the future;

4.

Develop talents and stimulate a desire to reach their

optimum leadership and citizenship potential;
5.

Explore fields of interest and provide experiences which

aid in the selection of careers that will be satisfying
to them and beneficial to society;

6.

Develop appreciation of the importance of scientific

agriculture and home economics and their relationships

to our total economy;

7.

Develop appreciation for the dignity of work and the
satisfaction of doing a job *
well

through personal

accomplishments and pride of ownership;

8.

Develop an appreciation of the values of research and
learn scientific methods of making decisions and solving

problems;

9.

Develop personal standards and a philosophy of life based

on lasting and satisfying spiritual values;
10.

Develop attitudes, abilities and understandings for working

well with others;

3

11.

Develop an appreciation of nature, understanding of conser
vation, and wise use of natural resources;

12.

Develop habits of healthful living, purposeful recreation,

and intelligent use of leisure time.
THE 4-H PROGRAM IN LOUISIANA

Membership Requirements
A 4-H Club member in Louisiana must be between the ages of 10-21

years and be enrolled in an organized club.

It is necessary for a

member to carry out the minimum stipulated requirements of each project
in which he is enrolled.

These requirements include normally basic

tasks or operations that lead to increased knowledge or skill in the

subject matter of the project area.

The keeping of project records is

also included generally as a requirement.

This record with the story

of the project must be submitted to the agent or leaders by the end

of the club year, or upon request of the agent or leader.

Commenting on the importance of project work as part of a 4-H
Club experience for young people, Reason stated:

The agricultural and home economics projects are the basic
core of the 4-H movement. In recent years, the projects
offered to the individual members have been expanded to
include related areas which supplement and complement the
basic projects. Each member, who enrolls in a 4-H Club,
is expected to select and complete at least one 4-H project.
The experiences that the 4-H member receives in his project
work are designed to enhance his knowledge and to stimulate
within him the desire to complete the work in the project in
such a way as to develop his abilities, to learn to accept
responsibility, and to appreciate the significance of what
he is doing.

L. Pesson, ’The Development of the Criteria for a Standard
of Performance for Parish 4-H Programs in Louisiana” (unpublished Ph. D.
dissertation, Louisiana State University, 1960), p. 8.

There are presently thirty-seven different projects in which a

club member can enroll.

The minimum requirements for each project

generally are adjusted to fit the different age groups within club
Work.

As would be expected, the standards for Senior Club Members

(14-21 years of age) are more demanding than the standards for Junior

Club Members (10-13 years of age).
It is very important not to lose sight of the individual 4-H
Club boy or girl’s point of view or the objectives each is trying

to achieve.

The objectives of a 4-H Club Member from the member's

standpoint are listed by Clark as follows:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Be a part of a group.
Engage in recreational activities.
Get out of class.
Obtain recognition.
Learn new things.
Create something.
Own something.
Make a little money.
Help meet family needs.
Promote some phase of agriculture.
Join because "George” belongs.
Satisfy parents/

Leaders and agents are charged with the difficult task of seeing

to it that boys and girls are given full opportunity to reach the
objectives that lead to wholesome development.

When the objectives

of an individual are not aimed in the right direction, help should be

given to re-orient the member into the right channels.
Organization
The organization of a 4-H Club was described by Milbrath as he

listed the steps which were followed in accomplishing this process in

^Robert C. Clark, "Selected Readings on Effective Extension
Work in 4-H Club and YMW Programs" (unpublished Handbook, University
of Wisconsin, 1955). p. 41.
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Kalamazoo County Michigan.

1.
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The steps described are as follows:

Contact School Officials:

They are contacted to arrange for

an orientation period to acquaint prospective members with the
organization} its purposes, programs, and activities.
2.

Contact Leader-Advisor:

An experienced person, who has worked

with 4-H groups, is selected to lead the new club.

3.

Orientation Meeting:

Parents as well as prospective members

are asked to be present.

The program is presented to the

group in a dynamic fashion involving the use of different
methods of presentation complete with visuals.

4.

Group Decision:

The boys, girls, and parents decide whether

or not to organize a club.

It is their decision to make,

because they have to feel a responsibility for the club.

5.

Voluntary Parents Committee:

If the group is organized,

this group is formed to help the leader organize the club.
6.

Follow - up and Select Community Leader:

At the outset the

parents committee works collectively as the community leader.

Later, one person is selected for this responsibility.
In Louisiana, all of the 64 parishes except Orleans have an organ

ized 4-H program at the parish level.

Club work, however, has not been

extended to Orleans because of its predominantly urban character.
Louisiana has consistently used the plan under which Club work is incor

porated within the school system.

It follows, then, that many of the

organizational leaders of 4-H Clubs are school teachers.

This is a

3w. A. Milbrath, "Steps to Organizing 4-H Clubs,
'
*
Service Review, XXX (July, 1959), 7, pp. 153-154.

Extension

6

voluntary assignment: that the teachers accept without monetary compen
sation.

The opportunities for student development and achievement

provide the main incentives for undertaking this important role of
leadership by school faculty members.

The voluntary 4-H leader has many responsibilities.

He or she is

expected to conduct and supervise club organization, project work, re
cord completion, project displays, fair and livestock show exhibits,

and publicity about the club.

A leader also may help train 4-H Achieve

meat Day participants and State 4-H Short Course contestants.
Trained leadership, therefore, is highly desirable for maximum

Extension agents are conducting

effectiveness of the 4-H program.

training meetings for leaders with greater frequency than ever before.

Among the methods used for this purpose are:

1.

individual contact by agents;

2.

county wide training meetings;

3.

district training meetings;

4.

state training meetings;

5.

circular letters;

6.

work shops;

7.

leadership camps;

8.

short courses;

9.

leader organizations; and

10.

office conferences.

With the realization that trained leaders are essential to a 4-H

program, the Extension Agents must try to maintain good working rela
tionships with school officials.

A study of the relationship of school

7
officials and the 4-H program in Louisiana was conducted by Hathorn.^
He concluded that this relationship needs strengthening and recommended
several means for strengthening it.

The most important recommendations

are as follows:

1.

A formal type program should be organized to better acquaint

school officials with the job responsibilities of the agent

doing 4-H Club work and the overall club program.

2.

A schedule for 4-H Club meetings should be made on a yearly
basis, with principals, leaders, and school officials.

3.

A schedule of 4-H activities and events should be made avail

able to school officials and personal invitations should be
extended to school officials for each and every 4-H event.

4.

The agents should have occasional to frequent conferences

with vocational agricultural and home economics teachers
to foster better working relationships and to eliminate,
to a great extent, the overlapping of the two programs.

5.

The school officials should be included in the planning of

the overall parish 4-H Club program for the year and they

should be consulted or kept informed with regard to plan
ning and arranging for 4-H activities.
4-H Teaching

♦

The method demonstration has proven to be one of the most effective
methods of teaching 4-H Club members.

Normally agents or leaders give

method demonstrations at each of the monthly 4-H Club meetings during

^Kellett V. Hathorn, "A Study of Relationships Between School
Officials and the 4-H Club Program in Louisiana" (unpublished Master’s
Thesis, University of Wisconsin, 1958).
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the school term.

Many leaders meet oftener than this with small seg

ments of the larger group.

Demonstrations at 4-H meetings will last

generally from 25 to 35 minutes.

This is quite frequently the only

contact that leaders or agents have with club members for teaching

Realising this
*

purposes.

agents and leaders devote considerable

time in preparing demonstrations to best meet the needs and interest
of 4-H Club members.

Demonstrations that are pertinent to the areas

of project interest of the menders are given most frequently.

Other ways in which 4-H Club members receive training are:
workshops, clinics, achievement days and other contests, fairs and
livestock shows, educational trips, camps, short courses, and by
helping others as well as doing for themselves.
Incentives

Mindful of its voluntary educational aspects, 4-H has depended

on incentives and awards as one of the stimulae to achievement among
its members.

As early as 1909 Knapp offered a trip to Washington as

a prize for boys demonstration work in Mississippi.

The following

year, with prize trips as Incentives, sensational crop production re

cords were accomplished by 4-H Club meubers.

incentives for club members.

Today, there are numerous

Besides personal recognition and encour

agement, a club member is able to win ribbons, medals, cash awards,
farm and home equipments, prizes, trips, and educational scholarships

for work well done.

Incentives have inspired many 4-H Club members to

better accomplish their objectives.
heights.

They have motivated youth to greater

They have aroused more interest, and have fostered much enthu

siasm and competition between boys and girls.

Incentives have also helped

to keep the public informed as to progress and achievement of club work.

9

As with any system, however, there are advantages and disadvantages.

Morgan and Clark viewed the advantages of awards as follows:

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

It produces an earnest struggle to improve - to produce better
goods.
It stimulates members to be active in the direction of reach
ing the objectives as set out by the 4-H Club.
It promotes outstanding accomplishments and superior perform
ances .
It promotes a more effective club - develops personal security
for all who participate.
It develops good club morale.
It sets a standard suited to the capacities of the contestants.
It gives a boy or girl a chance to win a college or university
scholarship. It may also give an outstanding 4-H menber a
trip to the Club Congress, the National Club Camp in Washington,
which is an experience never to be forgotten.5

There are also some disadvantages to any system of awards.

have been the subject of much discussion in 4-H Club work.

These

Morgan and

Clark listed the following points as disadvantages of awards:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

While competitive 4-H activities may develop personal security
in most of the relatively few who win, for the others failure
to win may undermine security and add to feelings of inadequacy.
Awards encourage competition rather than cooperation. Thus
they create a situation where jealousy, disappointment, and
ill-feeling can readily replace helpfulness and good will.
They often have a harmful effect on personal and group rela
tions .
The desire to be acknowledged as better, stronger or more in
telligent than fellow members easily leads one to become ego
tistical. In this case the recognition received by the member
may actually be injurious to him and handicap him in making
his best contribution to his home and community.
Those who gain most from the experience of competing in a
project do not need or depend upon awards for recognition.
The fact that many young people do not take the trouble to
display their awards once they have gained them shows how
short-lived is their satisfaction in them.
While prizes may temporarily stimulate hard work in the area
in which the prize is sought, it may be at a sacrifice of

5J. E. Morgan and R. C. Clark, 'Motivating Youth through the
4-H Program”, Selected Readings on Effective Extension Work in 4-H Club
and YMW Programs (unpublished handbook, University of Wisconsin, 1955),
pp. 13-14.
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6.

effort and care in other areas needed for well-balanced living.
Health may be sacrificed or home duties neglected. Sometimes
poor sportsmanship and even dishonesty may be encouraged.
There are numerous examples of young people who have won many
prizes and have had great honor bestowed upon them. Some young
people can accept and adjust to such honor. However, there are
others who lose their friends and the very much desired group
associations in the process. Which is more valuable?6

Morgan and Clark made this general conclusion about awards;

The whole matter seems to be that awards and incentives may be
used as a means to achieve a desired end-in-view. This end is
the building of 4-H members into strong, adjusted, well rounded
personalities as well as producing superior quality products
through the project system.7
The 4-H Camping Program
The 4-H camping program in Louisiana serves as one of the incentives

or awards toward which 4-H Club members can strive, since trips to camp
are earned usually through 4-H Club achievements.

It is hoped that this

stimulant will help members to do better all round 4-H Club work.

Camp

ing is designed, therefore, to encourage members to do better quality
4-H Club work, and to afford them,as campers, opportunities for selec

tive training in citizenship, leadership, character development, coop

eration, sportsmanship, and subject matter training.
Much of the Senior 4-H Camp program is based on Extension Agents'

observations as to what type of training should be included in the camp

Very little research exists concerning the 4-H members interest

program.

and needs relative to a successful 4-H camping experience.

There are no

extant studies with specific references to Senior Camping programs in
Louisiana.

This was one of the conditions that prompted the author to

conduct this study.

6Ibid, pp. 13-14.
7Ibid, p. 27.
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Dimock and 8tract ea gave a good comparison between the early and
modem c&atp program.

They stated the following:

The program, a decade or so ago, was highly regimented. Bach
camper was expected to participate in all activities of a com
pletely planned schedule for the day. Some camps approximated
the school in their organisation of classes and insistence of
campers participating in all activities. Individual interest,
choice and freedom were at a minimum. To motivate participa
tion by each camper in every activity, elaborate systems of
awards, points and competition were utilized.

A big difference exists in modern camping. There is greater
richness in programs and activities and resources but little,
if any regimentation. The interest and purposes of campers
are recognized oa significant factors in effective learning.
Choice and planning on the part of the camper are encouraged.8
Their description of early camping programs compares very closely to
the system that was used in Louisiana as late as 1961.

The changes

effected in 1962, however, incorporated some planning and elements of
choice into th® senior camping program.

In the early days, 4-H camping was used to popularize 4-H Club

work and Agricultural Extension work in general.

The program consisted

mainly of instruction in 4-H projects with some recreational activities
in a highly regimented atmosphere.

The scope of the early canping pro

gram is best described in an article that appeared in the 1929 edition

of the Louisiana Club Leader.

The article stated: 'Lessons on raising

pigs, growing hogs, table etiquette, 4-H reporting, protecting Louisiana
forests, soil fertility and agriculture in general were taught by many

a
specialists at camp.”7

SS. S. Dimock and Taylor Stratten, Talks to Counselors (Hew York:
Association Press, 1947), pp* 12*13*
.. *
"""

^Louisiana 4-H Club Leader, July 7, 1929*

From its beginning in 1923, the camping program involved a heteroge
neous group.

The members who attended were from all 4-H age ranges (10

to 21) and of both sexes.

In 1955, a major change was instituted.

and senior camps were inaugurated.

Junior

The junior camps were for the 10 to 13

year old age groups and the senior campa for those 14 years and older.

During the past seven years, 1955-61, the senior 4-H camping program
stressed social development, primarily through recreational activities

such as group competition, swimming, tournament games, small games, social
dancing, night programs, and night recreation.

Educational activities,

such as classes, educational films, and demonstrations, were also stressed,
but to a lesser degree.

The spiritual training was done primarily through members leading in
prayer before and after meals, and having members participate In the Vesper

Service during the evening program.
Campers also had an opportunity to get some training in leadership
and citizenship by leading group activities, planning and participating
in night programs, holding offices, conducting evaluations, and by lead
ing groups in the pledges, to the Flag and 4-H Club at all General Assemble
The junior camping program has continued to follow much of the tra

ditional pattern of a highly regimented program, although some revisions

have been made.

Meanwhile, further refinements were made in the senior

program in 1962 with the addition of the citizenship theme to the on
going recreational and social development phases of the program.
Regardless of the kind of program that is followed, camping should

contribute greatly to the 4-H Club members’ physical, mental, spiritual
and social development.

Camping programs should be planned to best meet

and fulfill canping objectives.

An excellent set of canping objectives
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was listed by Lennox as viewed by Ohio Extension agents and counselors.

They agreed on the following objectives and their order of importance.
These are:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Democratic living (learning to get along with people);
Personality development;
Character development;
Making new friends;
Leadership training;
Appreciation of nature;
Fun;
Spiritual development;
Swimming;
Crafts;
Health;
Leisure time;
Just a plain vacation.10

*
However

it is interesting to note that Robichaux made the follow

ing observation concerning his study on 4-H camping.

He stated, "The

number one reason for camping checked by both the counselors and campers
was ’to have fun’.

The second and third reasons for camping as indicated

by the counselors were ‘to be with boys and girls my age’ and ‘to make
new friends'."11

These findings indicate that these interests of boys

and girls must be dealt with in planning 4-H camping programs.

The ideal

situation, therefore, is to use this innate desire of boys and girls to
have fun as the vehicle to achieve the objectives as listed by Lennox.
Participation

4-H camps started In Louisiana in 1923, and until 1955, club members

10John Lennox, Steps to 4-H Camping, Federal Extension Service,
United States Department of Agriculture, Pamphlet 401 (Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1959) p. 2.

11W. A. Robichaux, "A Comparative Analysis of the Counselors’
Attitude, Their Prediction of the Campers* Attitude and the Campers’
Attitude toward the Junior 4-H Camp Program, Louisiana, I960" (unpub
lished Ph.D. Dissertation, Louisiana State University, 1960) p. 239.
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of all ages camped together.

Six camps were conducted that first year

(1923) with 650 members attending.

The camping program gained popular

ity through the years and has been held each year with a continued in
crease in attendance.

In 1962, 6,450 campers attended 30 different en

campments in Louisiana.
A summary of camp attendance over the years for Louisiana shows that

480 different encampments have been held, and attended by more than 86,000

campers, 10,600 adults and 151,000 visitors.

Of the 30 different encamp

ments held in 1962, 16 were Junior camps, four Senior camps, one Junior
Leadership camp, one Forestry camp, six Junior and Senior Camps for

Negroes, and one Forestry and Wildlife camp for Negroes.
Facilities

There are presently three permanent 4-H camp sites in Louisiana owned
by Louisiana State University.

These are Camp Garrison, near Denham

Springs, Camp Jessie Harrison near Pollock, and Camp Grant Walker near

Pollock.

The latter is the state camp.

Camp Grant Walker is located on a 40 acre plot, donated for this
purpose by Rufus Walker.

The camp was developed as a state camp in 1935,

following approval of a W. P. A. project to inprove the existing camp.

Comfortable cabins accomodate about 400 campers and leaders at one time.
The camp has eleven 30-member cabins, as well as a number of smaller
cottages.

Other camp improvements Include an up-to-date kitchen and a

dining room capable of seating 300 campers at one time; an auditorium

with a seating capacity of 600, a recreational pavilllon, an adminis
tration building with a room set aside for a wildlife museum, and two

modern bath houses with running hot and cold water.

The amphitheater,

nicknamed "Greek-Theater", is built of natural stones on a slightly
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sloping terrain.

beauty.

Pine trees, in their natural habitat, enhance its

Three softball diamonds, 3 volley ball courts, and many other

recreational facilities and equipment add to the camping environment.

Camp Grant Walker is considered to be one of the finest of its kind in

this general area.

The main need, at present, is for a modern swimming

facility.
Camp Garrison is not as well equipped as Grant Walker, but the

accomodations are good.

Camp Jessie Harrison, used by the Negro 4-H

Club members in Louisiana, also has very good camping facilities.

Other

campsites owned by different public agencies are made available for 4-H
use during the camping season.

These include Camp Anacoco near DeRidder,

Camp Bistineau near Minden and Camp Chicot near Ville Platte.

CHAPTER II
THE 4-H CITIZENSHIP CAMP PROGRAM

A number of Louisiana Extension people saw a need for a major revi
sion of the Senior Camping Program to put greater emphasis on citizenship,

leadership and educational activities.

The camping program, through 1961,

stressed social and recreational aspects of camping without much emphasis

on the educational aspect.
In January of 1962, C. S. Shirley, State Club Agent in Louisiana,

called in Joseph McAuliffe, a 4-H Program Leader with the Federal Extension
Service in Washington, to confer with Stats 4-H Personnel on the 4-H camp

ing program in Louisiana.

During the conference Mr. Shirley expressed the

idea that the senior campers might be reduced in number through a selective
process.

He stated:

That the camping program should be improved to have the club
member learn something during the week of encampment and also
receive some training that will help them to assume responsi
bilities as they become adults. The camp should provide oppor
tunities in citizenship training but not too rigid a schedule.
A new set of camping objectives was developed during this conference.

In developing these objectives the group was asked to keep in mind the

means and ends to be accomplished in a Senior Canning Program.

The Senior

Camp objectives developed are as follows?
1.

understand a working definition of citizenship built around
the 4-H pledge.

1C. S. Shirley, Minutes of Louisiana 4-H camping conference of
State 4-H officials and The Program Leader, of the Federal Extension Ser
vice, Louisiana State University, January 15-16, 1962.
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Practice democratic living; participate in the operation of
camp, determine some of the key camp policies and programs.
Become more skillful in working in a democratic group.
Gain new knowledge and insight in selected areas related to
a democratic citizen's knowledge; safety, civil defense and
government.
Learn how to take citizenship information and action programs
and put into practice in their Club and community.
Learn how to work more effectively with adults.
To have agents attending camp, gain a greater understanding,
and more skill in working with teen-agers.2

*
2
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

A program outline for camps was developed by the state 4-H Club staff
in an attempt to Implement these objectives.

It included a distinguished

speaker on citizenship each morning for the three full days that the mem

bers were on camp.

Following each speaker, discussion groups ware planned

In which the campers would discuss aspects of citizenship activity.

in the day, workshop or activity groups were planned.

Later

These included such

areas as civil defense, conservation, safety, personality development, and
the like.

Resource people from other agencies and organizations were ar

ranged to conduct these, if desired, in the canping program.
The recommendations of the citizenship conference were presented to

the Agents Committee on 4-H Club Work and to the State Agents Committee

composed of the District Agents, District 4-H Program Specialists, State
4-H Staff, The State Agents, The Assistant Directors, and The Director
*

After considerable deliberation these groups accepted the new program and

agreed to permit each District to set up their own quota and to accept,

revise, or reject the Citizenship Camp idea.
The Northern and Southeastern Districts staffs decided to follow the

citizenship theme with a limited and selected quota of 4-H members attend
ing the camp.

2Ibld.

However, the other District, The Central Southwest, with a

pp. 5-6.
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history of larger groups of carpers, decided to accept the citizenship
theme but with the same quota provisions as in previous years of camp

ing.

These quotas generally were sufficient to take care of the number

of senior 4-H members indicating a desire to camp.

The basic format of

the two Central Southwest District Citizenship Camps involved a morning

program emphasizing citizenship and group activities, and an afternoon
and evening program emphasizing recreational and free choice activities.
This study deals specifically with these two camp programs.

THE CENTRAL SOUTHWEST DISTRICT
CITIZENSHIP CAMPS

Planning Meetings

Three series of camp planning meetings were conducted to organize
the camping program of the Central Southwest District.3

The first series

of these meetings, one for each of the two camps, was held two months in

advance, involving all Extension Agents and 4-H Leaders who were to oper

ate and supervise the activities at the two camps.

The purpose of this

planning meeting, for each camp group was to assign Extension Personnel

and 4-H Leaders camping duties; discuss the general camping policies, and
develop and approve the camp program and schedule for the encampment.

The second camp planning meeting was held on the first day of each
camp with all Extension Agents and 4-H Leaders attending.

The primary

purpose of this meeting at each camp was to review and discuss the camp
ing procedures for the week of encampment.

3c. J. Naquin, Minutes and Records of Senior Camp Planning Meet
ings for the Central Southwest District, Louisiana State University,
1962.
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The third planning meeting for each camp was conducted during the

afternoon of the first day with all campers, leaders and agents attending.
This was more of an orientation meeting with the camp manager discussing
the rules and regulations which campers would he expected to follow while

on camp.
After the discussion of the rules the Program Director, Recreation
Coordinator, and the Point Chairman gave a brief description of the ached
**

ule and operational procedures of the camping program.
Main Job Assignment

Extension Agents and 4-H Leaders attending camp volunteered to per

form and assumed the responsibilities of the following job assignments

on both camps.
1.

The jobs they performed were as follows;

Program Director - Coordinated the total program during the

encampment.
2.

Cairp Manager - A direct representative of the Agricultural

Extension Service who was administratively responsible for
each Extension employee at camp.

He administered affairs at

camp in a democratic fashion by counseling with all agents,
advisors and the Program Director
*
3.

Co-Managers - One man and one woman agent whose responsibility
was to coordinate activities with the men and women agents and

to handle problems involving the boys and girls in camp.
4.

Business Manager - Worked closely with the kitchen manager and
the camp manager.

He collected all camp fees, paid all bills

and directed and balanced the financial records.
5.

Kitchen Manager - (generally a woman agent) Checked kitchen
supplies and worked closely with cooks tn obtaining food needs.
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She saw that meals were served on schedule following a planned
camp menu.
6.

Recreational Coordinator « Coordinated all tournament games and

saw that athletic supplies and equipment were made available at

the proper time and stored when not in use.

He was assisted by

Individuals who were in charge of the following tournament games -

softball, volleyball, table tennis, badminton, tether ball,
checkers, washers and dominoes.

7.

Swimming * A person who was designated to mark off the swimming

area, organize groups for supervision and developed a system of
checking in and out of swimming area.

8.

Sanitation - A man and woman agent was responsible to see that
cabins, bathhouses, and camp grounds were kept clean.

In addi

tion, the man agent was responsible for making arrangements for

campers to wash dinner plates, glasses, and eating utensils.

9.

Group Advisors - A man and a woman agent assigned to supervise

the overall activities of each group.

Six groups were desig

nated at each camp.
10.

Night Program - Persons selected to work with the Program Director
to plan and supervise club members who conducted the Sunset Ser

vice and the Night Recreational Programs.
11.

First Aid - A man and a woman was responsible for maintaining an
adequate supply of first aid equipment and administering first

aid when needed.

12.

Concession - the concession was operated by the school bus drivers
remaining In camp and coordinated by the business manager.

13.

Group Competition - One person was in charge assisted by others in
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planning and conducting games and relays among the six groups in camp.
14.

P. A. System and Records * One man and one woman was responsible to

see that the Public Address System was in working order and set for
all general assemblies, group meetings and evening recreational

progrssis«
15.

Supervisor of Grounds at Night • Two men supervised the camping

area immediately following the Sunset Service until the end of
the night program.

16.

Points • A person was in charge of tabulating and posting the

points earned by each group in the group competition and the
tournament games.
17.

Classes - Two classes were taught by agents.
arranged for by the State 4-H Club *
Agent

Three others were

C. S. *
Shirley

using

Resource People.

General Camp Policies
The more important General Camp Policies adopted and followed for the
Central Southwest District for the 1962 Camping Program follows:

1.

Quotas - Each parish was given an opportunity to request increases

or decreases in quotas.

The quota for the camps being studied was

set at 476 members.
2.

Division of Campers in Groups - Each parish divided their club

members into six groups of equal age and sex before coming to
camp.

3.

These were used to divide the members into groups on camp.

Clean-up Period - There was a police call before the morning gen

eral assembly when the *
cabins

grounds and bathhouses were cleaned

by campers.
4.

Points - Points were given dally to the winning groups in the
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following manner:

Large Tournament Games, 1,000 points; Small

Tournament Games, 500 points; Group Competition Gama, 1st place,

100 points; 2nd place, 75 points; 3rd place, 50 points.

Large

championship Tournament Games, 2,000 points; Small Championship

Games, 1,000 points.

Points were posted daily by an Extension

Agent.

5.

Clothing - Girls were requested to wear dresses at night unless
special costumes were to be worn.

were permitted.

No short-shorts or midriffs

Girls were allowed to wear swimming suits only

in swimming area.
6.

Flag Raising - Specified groups were responsible for flag raising

and lowering each day.

At this time the campers were led in the

Pledges to the American Flag and 4-H pledge and grace before meals.

7.

Concession Stand • Drinks, candy and ice cream were offered for
sale to the campers.

Four general guidelines for behavior were discussed with the campers.
These were as follows;

1.

Stay in light area and within the circle of the road, which
surrounds the camp at night except to go to the dance hall,
mass hall, camp movies, or swim area when these activities are

being conducted.

2.

Girls to wear swim suit only during the swinging period and only
in the area of swimming.

Boys could wear swim trunks with a

Tee-shirt for athletic games.

3.

Club members were reminded to be very courteous to speakers and
activity discussion leaders, and to show their appreciation by

enthusiastic participation.
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4.

Club members were asked to help keep the camp clean and also

protect the camp property.

Camp Schedule
At the camp planning meetings the agents and 4-H leaders planned and

developed schedules for the two Central Southwest District camps.

The

two schedules developed and adopted were as follows:

CAMP SCHEDULE
4-H Senior Camp #2
(June 4 - June 8, 1962)

6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8; 15
9:30
10:00

• 8:00
- 8:15
- 9:30
- 10:00
- 10:45

— Reveille
— Breakfast
— Clean up
— General Assembly
— Speaker and discussion
— Recess (concession stand open)
— Activity Period
1. who Profits from Profits
2. Civil Defense and You
3. Conserving our Natural Resources
4. You and Your Personality
5. Camping Skills

10:45 - 11:15 — Group Meetings
11:15 - 12:00 — Group Competition
Special Group Meetings (party planning, inspirational,
others)

12:15
1:00
2:00 -

Lunch
Rest
Period
2:00
____
4:00 — Competitive Games - Free Choice
1. Softball
2. Small Game Tournaments
3. Volleyball
4. Badminton

3.00 .

4.30 — Concession Stand open
'
workshop Groups
1. special Group Meetings - Inspirational, party planners
others
2. Meeting of Camp Council

4;30 -

6:00

. Free Choice Recreation
X, Swioo^1^
2, Games
3, Dancing
4, Handicraft
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6:30
—
7:30
—
7:45 • 11:00 —
11:30
—

Supper
Inspirational
Recreation (parties, dancing, movies, small games)
Lights Out

DAILY SCHEDULE

4-H Senior Camp #5
(June 25-29, 1962)
6:30
— Reveille
7:00
— Breakfast
7:30 - 8:00 — Clean Up
8:00 - 8:30 — General Assembly
8:30 - 9:15 — Program - Speaker of the Day
9:15- 9:45—Recess
9:45 - 10:30 — Discussion - Theme for the Day
10:30 - 11:15 — Special Interest Period
1. Civil Defease and You
2. Conservation of Natural Resources
3. Safety
4. You and Your Personality
5. Careers
11:15 - 12:00 — Group Meetings: Workshop Groupsj Camp Council; Organized
Recreation, Swimming and Handicraft (Free Choice)

12:00
1:00
2:00
2:30
4:00
4:30

-

6:15 7:30 11:00 -

1:00
2:00
2: 30
4:00
6:00
5:30

Lunch
Rest
Group Competition
Tournament Games
Special Group Meetings
Organized Recreation (Free choice of small games, swimming,
Handicraft, etc.)
— Supper
— Night Program
— Lights Out

—
—
—
—
—
—

ResumA of a Typical pay at Camp (Using Senior Camp #2 as an example)
Reveille was at 6:30 a.m. followed by breakfast at 7:00 a.m.

7:30 a.®
*

From

to 8:00 a.m. the boys and girls made up their beds, cleaned up

cabins, and bathhouses.
At 8:00 a.m. there was a General Assembly where announcements were
made, and the schedule of games and activities was discussed.

The campers

were permitted to sign up for the various activity periods or special
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interest periods they wanted to attend and participate in that day.

This

concluded the general assembly.

The next part of the program, which began immediately following the
general assesbly, included a talk by an outstanding speaker.

scheduled speaker for each day.
"Citizenship and You”.

There was a

On Tuesday, Mr. J. A. Martin spoke on

On Wednesday, Mr. A. J. Rhodes spoke on 'Our Re

sponsibility as a Citizen in the Community”.

On Thursday a Representative

of the Department of Naturalization and Immigration spoke on "Citizenship

in the State and Nation”.
Following the speaker, the campers were divided into several groups.

Each group was asked to discuss the talks and come up with one or two
questions on the subject the speaker had covered.

After this discussion

period the group had a thirty minute recess.
After recess, at ten o’clock, the campers reassembled at designated
places to participate In the activity period in which they had indicated

an interest at the morning general assembly.
camp were as follows:

The activities offered at

Civil Defense and You, Conserving Natural Resources,

You and Your Personality, Camping Skills, Who Profits From Profits and
Careers.

On following days the same activities were offered and the campers

could select a different activity to attend each day.
The next part of the program beginning at 10:45 a.m. was the group

meetings.

The following is a guide prepared for the Group Advisors point

ing out the more important items to be discussed dally in the group meetings.

1.

Conduct an election of a group chairman and secretary.

2.

Select a name for the group.

3.

Elect one representative to serve on the camp election committee
of five members to handle the election within the group.

Group
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officers and camp officers to be elected are;

President and Secretary.

President, Vice-

The election of group officers and

camp officers to be conducted between the hours of 3:00 - 4:30
p.m. Wednesday.

4.

Each day a different boy and girl is selected to work with the

Program Director to plan Vespers and the evening recreation.
5.

A different boy and girl is appointed each day to meet and coun
sel with the camp manager and to offer suggestions for the im

provement of camp.

6.

Select athletic teams for tournament games including the captains.

7.

Select an Individual to keep up with the points for the group.

8.

Select committees for dishwashing, flag raising and other duties

assigned the group.

The final part of th® morning program from 11:15 until 12 o‘clock
noon was devoted to group competition.

Each group was assembled in a

circle under the trees and the group competition leader directed the com
petition from the center of this large circle.
group games are:

Examples of competitive

Scavenger hunts, games, and relays.

scheduled for the last day.

A track meet was

Competitive track events were as follows:

Boys - 50 yard dash, 100 yard dash, 400 yard dash, distance race (50 yard
relay team of 4), softball throwing, and broad jump; Girls * 50 yard dash,

50 yard relay team of 4, broad Jump, and softball throwing.

Lunch was served at 12:15.

After lunch there was no planned activity.

Campers were required to stay in their cabins and rest from 1:00 to 2:00
p.m.

Beginning at 2:00 o’clock tn the afternoon campers participated in
the organized competitive tournament games such as softball, volleyball,
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table tennis, badminton, tether ball, washers
*

checkers and dominoes.

The six groups to which campers were assigned served as the basis for

teams.

The tournament brackets and points awarded to winning groups in

each of the above games were posted.

A highlight of the afternoon gams

was the championship softball game between an all star team of campers
and the Extension Agents and Leaders.
From 4:00 - 6:00 in the afternoon free choice recreation was offered.
Campers were able to participate in swimming, dancing, ball games, handi

craft, talking to friends, resting, writing letters, and doing personal
things.

At the same time as the free choice recreation period the campers

were able to participate in special group meetings such as party planning,

Vesper program, and meetings of camp council to evaluate the camp program.
The period from 6:00 to 6:30 p.m. was free of any organized activity.

Between 6:30 and 7:30 p.m. supper was served.

At 7:30 p.m
*

the Vesper

Service was conducted and was followed by a planned evening program. The
following evening programs wore conducted:

Monday, ”Meet Your Neighbor";

Tuesday, "Camp Fire Program”; and Wednesday,’TV Extravaganza”.
of free choice activities followed the planned evening program.

A period
Some of

these activities offered were dancing, movies, games, TV, talking in the

cabins and walking.
The day ended with ’’Lights Out" at 11:30 p.m.

Special Features

■

Each 4-H camper was assigned to one of six groups during encampment.
Within this group, campers were given opportunities to participate in edu

cational, recreational, and spiritual activities to help promote leadership
and character development.

Group and canp elections were conducted allow

ing boys and girls to make campaign speeches as well as organizing an elec
tion campaign program.
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Campers participated in competitive games and sports.

During these

recreational activities 4-H Club members participated as a member of a
group, made acquaintance with many campers, and afforded them opportuni

ties to display competitive group spirit.

Sportsmanship and fair play

were also stressed during the recreational periods.
Spiritual training was accomplished primarily through the Vesper

Service during the evening, and by having members lead prayer before and

after meals.
Four-H Club campers had many opportunities to perform special assign

ments during the week of encampment.

were:

Among the more inportant assignments

(1) preside at General Assembly, (2) preside over group meetings,

(3) serve as camp council delegate, (4) serve as chairman of athletic

team, (5) plan and conduct Vesper Service and Evening Programs, (6) serve
as chairman of discussion group, (7) sanitation duties, (8) point chair

man and (9) flag raising and lowering committee.

These duties were as

signed on a rotating basis to each of the six groups.

It was then the

responsibility of the group to see that someone volunteered or accepted

the assignment.

Selections were left entirely up to the group,

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the citizenship eamp pro

gram offered at the two Central Southwest District Camps so that a more
effective overall camping program could be developed In the future.

The

emphasis in this study was on the camper’s evaluation of the activities

conducted for his benefit.

It is hoped that through this evaluation

the educational and recreational aspects of the camping program can be
improved.

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

Statement of the Problem

The specific problem of thia study was to evaluate the opinions of
Senior 4-H Club Campers about the 4-H Citizenship Camp Program.

The

study was designed to establish a benchmark that could be used by Exten

sion Agents, in charge of camp programs, for future planning and develop

ment.
Very little research exists concerning the opinions and attitudes
of 4-H Club members as to what constitutes a good camping program.

No

uniform method of evaluating or measuring the effectiveness of the Senior

4-H Camping Program in Louisiana has been used.

Up until now, the camping

program has been based largely on Extension Agents’ observations and ideas
as to what constitutes a good camping program.

This study, then, is one

facet in an objective evaluation of the newly developed Citizenship Camp
Program.

Objective of the Study

The primary objective of this study was to compare the opinions of

Senior 4-H Club boys and girls in the Central Southwest District of Louis
iana relative to the program conducted at two selected Citizenship Camps.

The opinions of the campers were compared as to the extent of information
or enjoyment gained on the following aspects of camping; citizenship
activities, educational activities, group activities and recreational
activities.

As an additional aid, the campers were asked to evaluate

the overall camp.
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Questionnaire Design

The questionnaire was designed to obtain from the Senior 4-H Club
campers their opinions of, and some information about, the levels of

participation and an evaluation of the citizenship, educational, recrea

tional and group activities conducted on the two selected encampments.
The questionnaire was designed also to obtain data on the characteris
tics of the respondents.

A copy of the questionnaire is included in

the appendix.
Universe

This study was concerned with two of the four white Senior 4-H

It involved all

Citizenship camps conducted In Louisiana during 1962.

white senior campers attending Camps Grant Walker No. 2 and No. 5.

The

agents and campers attending these two camps were from the Central South

west Extension District (21 parishes) in Louisiana.

Each camper (172

boys and 230 girls - a total of 402 campers) were asked to complete the

questionnaire presented in a group interview situation.

Data Collection
Arrangements were made with the camp managers concerned to adminis

ter the questionnaire in a group Interview situation to all senior campers
on the camp grounds at the close of both camps.

All Extension Agents at

each camp cooperated in administering the questionnaire by assisting their
respective parish groups in completing the questionnaires properly
*

The

questionnaire, and its purpose, were explained to the respondents before
they began completing it.

Then, each group of campers, under the super

vision of the agents, completed the questionnaire, one page at a time.

Any questions for interpretation were handled by the author.
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Data Analysis

The questionnaires were edited, coded for punching on electronic data
processing cards, and tabulated through the facilities of the Computer Re

search Center of Louisiana State University
*

The data were analyzed and

interpreted with the following major objectives in mind; a comparison of
the opinions of the boys and girls, and an overall evaluation of the camp.

The data were presented in tabular form.
sented in terms of percentages.

Host of the data were pre

In several cases, however, it was more

meaningful to use mean scores derived from opinion or rank order scales.
Based on these presentations, the data are presented and analyzed in

Chapter IV.

CHAPTER IV

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

The data for thia study were analyzed and presented with two objec

tives in mind.

These were to compare the opinions of senior 4-H Club

boys and girls as to the major aspects of camp, and to develop an over
all evaluation of the camp from these opinions.

This study included all white senior 4-H Club campers from the
Central Southwest District who attended two of the four citizenship

camps (numbers 2 and 5) conducted at camp Grant Walker near Pollock,

Louisiana.

The campers were asked to complete the questionnaire during

a group interview situation on the last evening of camp.

The camp

managers and Extension Agents, present at both camps, assisted by
explaining the questionnaire and its purpose to the respondents,

following instructions by the author.

Then, each parish group of

campers completed the questionnaire under the supervision of the
agents from their respective parishes.
The questionnaire, for this study, was designed to procure infor

mation relative to the campers participation and their opinions, by

sex, as to the major aspects of the camping program.

The questionnaire

was instrumental in obtaining face data such as age, sex, and the re

spondents' 4-H background.

The questionnaire was divided into five major divisions.
data are presented in this section according to these areas as
follows:
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1.

Characteristics of the camper.

2.

Citizenship activities.

3.

Group activities.

4.

Recreational activities.

5.

Overall evaluation.

Characteristics of the Camper
This section of the questionnaire was designed to procure from

campers, background information and face data.

The boys and girls attend

ing these two selected camps were senior 4-H Club members, 14 years of

age and older.

They were selected to attend the camp on the basis of

accomplishments and achievements In 4-H Club work within their respec
tive parish.
These data were analyzed and interpreted by comparing boys and girls
and by making overall evaluations on the following characteristics:
(1) Age, (2) Place of residence, (3) Grade of school completed, (4) Pinal
grades in school, (3) Length of 4-H membership, (6) Project enrollment,

(7) Project completion, (8) Total years of 4-H responsibility and, (9)

Total years of participation in 4-H events.

The respondents were asked to indicate their age at the time the

study was made.

The resultant data are presented in Table I.

As a group, the boys attending camp were somewhat older than the

*
girls

The median age of the boys was 15.8 years as compared with 15
4
*

years for the girls.

The majority of the campers were between the ages of 14 and 16.
few cancers, only 13 per cent, were 17 years of age and over.

Based on these data, the camping program attracted more of the
younger teen-agers than the older teen-agers who are of 4-H Club age.

Very
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TABLE I

A COMPARISON OF CAMPERS ATTENDING SELECTED
4-H CITIZENSHIP CAMPS BY SEX AS TO AGE

Louisiana, 1962

Age

Boys
N»172

Less than 14 years

Per Cent
Girls
N»230

Total
IL-402

2

4

3

14 years

22

30

26

15 years

31

38

35

16 years

27

19

23

17 years

15

8

11

3

1

2

100

100

100

15.8

15.4

15.6

18 years and over
Total

Median age

The data pertaining to the campers’ place of residence are presented
in Table II.

These data show that about twice as many girls, 35 per cent, as
compared with only 18 per cent of the boys, lived in a large town.

It

was also noted that more boys than girls were residents of rural areas.
Thirty-four per cent of the boys lived on a farm and 13 per cent lived in

the country, but not on a farm as compared with 28 per cent and 14 per

cent of the girls, respectively, living in these two areas.

Less than

one-third of the total respondents (28 per cent) were from a town of
more than 2500 people.
Table III presents data regarding the last grade of school completed

by the respondents.
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TABLE II

A COMPARISON OF CAMPERS ATTENDING SELECTED 4-H CITIZENSHIP
CAMPS BY SEX AS TO PLACE OF RESIDENCE

Louisiana, 1962

Place of Residence

Per Cent
Girls
N-230

Boys
N-172

Total
402
*
N

On a farm

34

28

30

In the country but not on a farm

13

14

13

In a small community (less than 1,000 people)

15

9

12

In a small tom (between 1,000 - 2,500 people)

20

14

17

In a large town (over 2,500 people)

18

35

28

100

100

100

Total

TABLE III

A COMPARISON OF CAMPERS ATTENDING SELECTED 4-H CITIZENSHIP
CAMPS BY SEX AS TO GRADE OF SCHOOL COMPLETED

Louisiana, 1962

Grade of School Completed

Boys
N=172

Per Cent
Girls
N=230

Total
N-402

Eighth grade

11

11

11

Ninth grade

31

40

36

Tenth grade

33

33

33

Eleventh grade

18

15

16

Twelfth grade

7

1

4

Total

100

100

100

10.2

10.0

10.1

Median grade completed
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These data revealed the boys as a group had completed slightly more
schooling than the girls.

The median grade completed for the boys was

10.2 and 10.0 for the girls.
The majority of the campers (69 per cent) were in the ninth and tenth
grades of school.

Only a very few respondents, four per cent, had com

pleted the twelfth grade and thus were already graduated from high school.

However, seven per cent of the boys and one per cent of the girls had com
pleted high school.

The campers were asked to Indicate their final grades in school for

this year (1962).

The resultant data are presented in Table IV.

TABLE IV
A COMPARISON OF CAMPERS ATTENDING SELECTED 4-H CITIZENSHIP
CAMPS BY SEX AS TO FINAL GRADES IN SCHOOL THIS YEAR

Louisiana, 1962

Final School Grades

All A’s

Boys
N=172

Per Cent
Girls
N-230

Total
N-402

6

10

8

Some A’s and some B's

24

36

31

Mostly B’s

13

19

16

Some B's and some C's

26

17

21

Mostly C's

19

12

15

Some C’s and some D's

8

5

7

Mostly D's

2

1

1

Some D's and sone F's

1

0

*

No response

1

0

1

100

100

100

Total

* Less than % per cent.
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These data indicated the girls attending camp made higher grades
as a group than did the boys.

Sixty-five per cent of the girls made

mostly "B's” or higher grades as compared with only 43 per cent of the
boys.

.

It should be pointed out, however, that the vast majority (91 per
cent) of the campers had a ”C" average or better in school work.

These

data Indicate a large number of campers attained better than average
grades in school, with a ”C" average being interpreted as average.

The data on length of 4-H membership of campers are presented in
Table V.

TABLE V

A COMPARISON OF CAMPERS ATTENDING SELECTED 4-H CITIZENSHIP
CAMPS BY SEX AS TO LENGTH OF 4-H MEMBERSHIP

Louisiana, 1962

Length of 4-H Membership

Boys
N-172

Per Cent
Girls
N-230

Total
N«=402

8

6

7

Three to four years

20

23

22

Five to six years

49

54

52

Seven years and over

22

17

19

1

0

*

Total

100

100

100

Median years

5.9

5.8

5.8

One to two years

No response

* Less than % per cent.
These data reveal both boys and girls had been 4-H Club members
about the same length of time.

The median number of years in 4-H work

for the boys was 5.9 as compared with a median of 5.8 for the girls.
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About three-fourths, 71 per cent, of the total group had been 4-H members
five or more years.

The data disclose a majority of the respondents had

been in 4-H Club work since an early age.
The respondents were asked to Indicate the total number of projects

enrolled in.

These data are presented in Table VI.
TABLE VI

A COMPARISON OF CAMPERS ATTENDING SELECTED 4-H CITIZENSHIP
CAMPS BY SEX AS TO TOTAL NUMBER OF PROJECTS ENROLLED IN
Louisiana, 1962

Number of Projects Enrolled In

Boys
N-172

Per Cent
Girls
N-230

Total
N«402

One or two

35

10

20

Three or four

32

36

35

Five or six

22

26

24

Seven or eight

9

13

11

Nine or ten

0

10

6

Eleven or more

1

4

3

No response

1

1

1

Total

100

100

100

Median number of projects

3.9

5.2

4.7

These data indicate the girls had been enrolled In more 4-H projects

than the boys.

The median number of projects carried by the girls was

5.2 projects as compared with a median of only 3.9 projects for the boys.

The data in Table VII show the total number of projects each respond
ent had completed as a 4-H Club member.
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TABLE VII
A COMPARISON OF CAMPERS ATTENDING SELECTED 4-H CITIZENSHIP
CAMPS BY SEX AS TO TOTAL NUMBER OF PROJECTS COMPLETED

Louisiana, 1962

Boys
N-172

Per Cent
Girls
N«230

One and two

47

22

33

Three and four

23

34

29

Five and six

16

16

16

Seven and eight

4

8

6

Nine and ten

0

6

4

Eleven or more

1

4

3

None

7

6

6

No response

2

4

3

Total

100

100

100

Median number completed

2.9

4.2

3.7

Number of Projects Completed

Total
N-402

These data follow the same general pattern as the data in the pre

vious Table VI, where the girla had been enrolled in more projects than
the boys.

The median number of projects completed by the girls was 4.2.

For the boys the median number completed was 2.9.

When compared with

the median number of projects in which the respondents were enrolled
(5.2, girls and 3.9, boys), these data indicate that the campers were

very active in project work.

Although the girls had completed larger

numbers of projects, they had completed their projects at about the

same rate as the boys, completing about three-fourths of those in which
they were enrolled.
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The 4-H campers were asked to indicate the office and other 4-H

Club responsibilities held and the number of years each was performed.
A years of responsibility score was computed for each member by total
*

Ing the number of years each responsibility was held and coming up with

an aggregate figure.

These data are presented in Table VIII.

TABU VIII

A COMPARISON OF CAMPERS ATTENDING SELECTED 4-H CITIZENSHIP
CAMPS BY SEX AS TO TOTAL YEARS OF 4-H RESPONSIBILITY

Louisiana, 1962

Total Years of Responsibility
*

Boy«
N»172

Per Cent
Girls
N«230

Total
N=402

One to three

48

43

45

Four to six

11

16

14

Seven to nine

6

6

6

Ten to twelve

2

1

2

Thirteen and over

2

1

1

28

32

30

3

1

2

Total

100

100

100

Median years of responsibility

3
*
2

2.2

*
2

None
No response

* The number of years responsibility held by each camper was computed by
totaling the number years each different local club office was held along
with special responsibilities such as junior leader and executive committee
member that was held.
The median number of responsibilities held by the boys was 2.3 and,

by the girls, 2.2.

These data reveal that the boys and girls were equally

active as 4-H members.
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In terms of a total evaluation, however, a different picture is

apparent.

Over one-fourth of the boys (23 per cent) and almost one-third

of the girls (32 per cent) had a years’ responsibility score of zero.

Further, the preponderant number, 48 per cent of the boys and 43 per cent

of the girls, had a years’ responsibility score ranging from one to three.
These data point out that the boys and girls attending the camps were
moderately active in 4-H Club work.

The respondents were asked to indicate the total number of years of
participation in selected 4-H events.

A years’ participation score was

derived by totaling the number of years of all participation.

These data

are presented in Table IX.

The median number of these events participated in by the boys was
8.7 and by the girls 8.4 events.

These data indicate that the vast

majority of the campers had been fairly active participants in 4-H events.
The data disclose also that the boys had been slightly more active than
the girls.

Citizenship Activities
On each of the three full days at camp, a guest speaker made a 45
minute presentation on a citizenship topic.

This was followed by a 15

minute discussion period Where campers were divided into small groups to
discuss the implications of the talks.

On the questionnaire, the club

members were asked to indicate the extent to which they gained informa
tion on citizenship from the talks and from the discussion periods.

The

respondents were asked to react to these activities according to the fol
lowing scale:

4 Very much, 3 Much, 2 Some, or 1 Little or none.

Ho value

was given to an undecided or to a no response reply in computing the means.

Based on the numerical values assigned above, mean scores were calculated.
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TABLE IX

A COMPARISON OF CAMPERS ATTENDING SELECTED 4-H CITIZENSHIP CAMPS BY SEX
AS TO TOTAL NUMBER OF YEARS OF PARTICIPATION IN 4-H EVENTS
Louisiana, 1962

Total Years of Events
*

Boys
N-172

Per Cent
Girls
N-230

■

✓
Total
NM02

One to three

14

10

12

Four to six

19

26

23

Seven to nine

25

28

26

Ten to twelve

15

21

18

Thirteen to fifteen

13

7

10

Sixteen to eighteen

5

5

5

Nineteen and over

3

1

2

None

1

1

1

No response

5

1

3

Total

100

100

100

Median years of participation

8.7

8.4

8.5

* The total number of years of participation in 4-H events was developed
by totaling the number of times each club member had participated in
selected parish-wide and state-wide 4-H events such as achievement day,
short course, state records contest, camps and livestock shows.
As part of the morning program during each of the three full days

at camp, six different activity periods were held simultaneously with
each camper having a choice of which activity to attend.

On the follow

ing days the same six activities were repeated and the campers could

select a different activity to attend each on the day as compared with
the first day.
activities.

In all, each camper should have attended three of the

Five of the six activities listed in Table XII were
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offered at each camp, with four being offered at both camps.

The campers

were asked to indicate the extent to which they gained information from

the activity periods.

The respondents were asked to evaluate the activ

ity periods according to the same value scale that was used for the talks

and discussion period described earlier in this section.

From the values

mean scores were calculated.

The section contains also an evaluation and comparison of campers'
opinions, by sex, as to the extent of worthwhileness of the Sunset Ser

vices conducted at the camps.

The data pertaining to the extent the campers felt they had acquired
useful information from the presentations of the speakers on citizenship
are presented in Table X.
The mean score data point out the "Citizenship and You" talk was

better received, by the respondents than the other two.

on this talk for the boys was 3.4 and for the girls 3.5.

The mean score
The figures

show the respondents felt that very much useful information was gained
from the talk.

In fact, 58 per cent of the boys and 62 per cent of the

girls gave this indication.

On the other hand, the mean score on the

other two talks ranged from 3.0 to 3.1 for the boys and the girls.

From

33 to 44 per cent rated these very much in terms of information gained.

However, the data procured on all three talks, for both boys and girls,
reveal that the talks were generally well received.

Very little differ

ence occurred between the opinions of boys and girls as to the extent of

information gained from the citizenship talks.

After each of the talks were completed each day, the campers were
divided into small discussion groups to discuss the subject covered.

TABLE X

A COMPARISON OF THE OPINIONS OF CAMPERS ATTENDING SELECTED
4-H CITIZENSHIP CAMPS BY SEX AS TO THE EXTENT INFORMATION
WAS GAINED FROM THE CITIZENSHIP TALKS IN THE MORNING

Louisiana, 1962

Per Cent

Little
or
None

Total

Mean
*
Score

1

100

3.4

1

1

100

3.1

5

1

1

100

3.0

14

1

3

0

100

3.5

34

24

1

6

0

100

3.1

29

30

2

4

2

100

3.0

Very
Much

Much

Some

Citizenship and You

58

27

11

2

1

Our Responsibilities
as a Citizen

44

29

20

5

Citizenship in the
State and the Nation

36

27

30

Citizenship and You

62

20

Our Responsibilities
as a Citizen

35

Citizenship In the
State and the Nation

33

Topic of Citizenship Talks

Undecided

No
Response

Boys N » 172

Girls N ■ 230

* The mean score was calculated by assigning each response a numerical value as follows: 4-Very Much,
3-Much, 2-Some and 1-Little or None. No value was assigned to an undecided or to a no response reply.
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The iftenbers were permitted to ask the speaker questions concerning the

significant points of the talk as related to practical every-day life

situations.

The mean scores for the discussion periods were calculated

in the same manner as the mean score on the citizenship talks.

The data pertaining to the extent to which the respondents felt in
formation was gained from the discussion periods after the speakers are
presented in Table XI.
These data indicate the campers felt they had gained less information

from the discussion periods than from the talks which preceded.

The mean

scores on all the discussion periods for both boys and girls were 3.0,

except for the girls' discussion period on "Citizenship and You" which
rated a 3.1 man score.

The mean scores were somewhat lower when com

pared with the mean scores on the talks (3.4, 3.1, 3.0, and 3.5, 3.1, and
3.0) for the boys and the girls, respectively (Table X).

However, the

responses still show that the discussion periods were wall received.

This

is pointed out by the fact that from 63 to 65 per cent of the boys and 63
to 69 per cent of the girls Indicated they had gained much to very much

Information from these discussion periods.

Very little difference occurred

between the opinions of boys and girls as to the extent of Information
gained from the discussion periods.

The data pertaining to the extent to which the respondents felt they
had acquired information from the activity periods are presented in Table

XII.

According to the mean score, the opinions of campers tended to vary

somewhat by groups as to the extent of information gained from different
activity periods.

The boys indicated they gained more Information (3.7

mean score) from the "Conserving Natural Resources" activity, while the
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girls rated the "You and Your Personality" period the highest (3.7 mean
The boys and girls both rated the "Camping Skills" activity

score).

high, with a 3.3 and 3.4 mean scores, respectively.

Both groups had a

mean score of 3.4 for the activity, "Civil Defense and You",

The activ

ity, "Who Profits from Profits" was also well received as evidenced by a
3.2 mean score for the girls and a 3.3 mean score for the boys.

The data

reveal the activity periods were very well received by the vast majority
of the campers.

The preferences of the boys and the girls were very

similar, except in two instances where differences would normally be

expected.

These were In the areas of "Conserving Natural Resources"

which the boys rated higher and "You and Your Personality'’ which the

girls rated higher.

The respondents were asked their opinions as to the extent to which
they felt the Sunset Service was a worthwhile activity in camp.

The

data are presented in Table XIII.

TABLE XIII
A COMPARISON OP THE OPINIONS OF CAMPERS ATTENDING SELECTED
4-H CITIZENSHIP CAMPS BY SEX AS TO HOW WORTHWHILE
CAMPERS CONSIDER THE SUNSET SERVICE AT CAMP

Extent of Worthwhileness

Boys
N-172

Per Cent
Girls
8-230

Total
N=402

Very Much

39

41

40

Much
•

26

26

27

Some

20

19

19

Little or None

7

6

6

Undecided

1

1

1

No Response

7

7

7

1 00

100

100

Total
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The Sunset Service was well received by a majority of the campers,
as indicated by the fact that 47 per cent of them rated this service as
being much to very much worthwhile.

Even though two-thirds of the campers felt this service to be worth
while, one-third or 33 per cent of the respondents rated this activity

from some to little or no value or gave an undecided response.

The dif

ferences in opinion between the boys and the girls were very slight.

Group Activities
During the week at camp, all campers were divided into six groups of
approximately equal composition by age and sex.

The boys and girls par

ticipated in most of the activities at camp as part of a group.

Club

members were asked to indicate the total number of different assignments
performed, and the extent of participation and enjoyment in the group
cornpetitlcn conducted each day.

The campers evaluated their extent of

participation In activities by using the following scale:

More than

others, About the same, Less than others, Undecided, and a No response.

The extent campers enjoyed participating In the group competition period

was evaluated by using the following scale:

Very much, Much, Some, Little

or none, Undecided, or a No response.

In this section the respondents were asked to indicate their parti

cipation in the camp election process and the extent to which they enjoyed
this process.
The boys and girls were asked to indicate also the extent to which
they enjoyed being a group member by using the same scale used to evalu
ate the group competition period.

The data pertaining to the number of different assignments the campers

performed are presented In Table XIV.
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TABLE XIV
A COMPARISON OF THE OPINIONS OF CAMPERS ATTENDING
SELECTED 4-H CITIZENSHIP CAMPS BY SEX AS TO TOTAL
NUMBER OF DIFFERENT GROUP ASSIGNMENTS PERFORMED
..........
Louisiana, 1962
_______

Number of Different
Assignments Performed
*

......

Per Cent
Boys
Girls
Total
N«172_____________N«23O______________ N°402

One

35

31

33

Two

23

16

19

Three

8

8

8

Four

6

3

4

Five

4

2

3

Six or more

4

12

None

20

39

31

Total

100

100

100

Median number of different
assignments performed

1.8

1.4

1.6

* A prepared list of nine assignments was developed. Each respondent
was asked to indicate whether or not he had performed this assignment
on camp. The data above refer to the number of different assignments
the respondents performed.

The median number of different group assignments performed at camp
by the boys was l.S and by the girls* 1.4.

These data show that the boys

attending camp performed more group assignments than the girls.

Neither

the boys nor the girls, on the other hand, performed a large number of
special assignments.

This is pointed out by the fact almost one-third,

31 per cent, of the respondents did not participate in any group assign
ments and one-third, 33 per cent, performed only one assignment.

More

girls (39 per cent) than boys (20 per cent) did not perform any of these
special assignments.

Probably, this is due to the fact that girls were
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not asked to do a routine job, such as preparing the dishwashing facili
ties.

This job was reserved exclusively for the boys.

The respondents ware asked to indicate the extent of their partici
pation in the group competition period.

The resultant data are presented

in Table XV.

TABLE XV

A COMPARISON OF THE OPINIONS OF CAMPERS ATTENDING
SELECTED 4-H CITIZENSHIP CAMPS BY SEX AS TO EXTENT
OF PARTICIPATION IN THE GROUP COMPETITION PERIOD

Extent of Participation

Per Cent
Girls
N-230

Boys
N«172

Total
N=402

More than others

25

17

21

About the same

53

50

51

Less than others

20

26

24

Undecided

2

5

3

No response

0

2

1

100

100

100

Total

More boys than girls, 25 per cent boys and 17 per cent girls, felt
they had participated more than others in the group competition activi ties.

Slightly over one-half or 31 per cent of the total campers felt

they had participated about the same as others, with almost equal numbers

of boys and girls giving this indication.

Approximately one-fourth of

the total boys and girls participated less than others, with girls (26

per cent) indicating this mote than the boys (20 per cent).

The data

suggest the majority of campers felt that they had participated about

the same or more than others in group competition, with the boys tend

ing to participate more often than the girls.
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The respondents were further queried about the group competition
period to determine their extent of enjoyment.

These data are presented

in Table XVI.

TABLE XVI

A COMPARISON OF THE OPINIONS OF CAMPERS ATTENDING SELECTED
4-H CITIZENSHIP CAMPS BY SEX AS TO THE EXTENT CAMPERS
ENJOYED PARTICIPATING IN THE GROUP COMPETITION PERIOD
Louisiana, 1962

Extent of Enjoyment

Per Cent
Girls
N«230

Boys
N»172

Total
N=402

Very much

65

47

55

Much

14

23

19

Some

12

16

14

Little or none

6

10

8

Undecided

2

3

3

No response

1

1

1

100

100

100

Total

An important difference in the extent of the campers enjoyment of
the group competition period is noted by the fact that more boys (65 per
cent) enjoyed the group competition very much
*

(47 per cent).

as compared with the girls

However, more girls (23 per cent) enjoyed this period

much as Compared with the boys (14 per cent).

Twenty-six per cent of the

girls Indicated some to little or no enjoyment while 18 per cent of the
boys gave the same response.
Almost three-fourths (74 per cent) of the total respondents felt they
enjoyed participating in group competition much to very much.

Camp elections were held.

Each camper was given the opportunity to

file for an office and campaign for it.

Table XVII indicates the respon

dents participation in the camp election process.
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TABLE XVII

A COMPARISON OF THE OPINIONS OF CAMPERS ATTENDING
SELECTED 4-H CITIZENSHIP CAMPS BY SEX AS TO
PARTICIPATION IN THE CAMP ELECTION PROCESS
Louisiana, 1962
Boys
N»172

Per Cent
Girls
N«230

Total
N«402

Ran for an office

25

18

21

Elected to an office

16

11

13

Camp and group elections were held at both of the camps under study.
The offices elected on camp were as follows:

and Secretary.

President, Vice President,

Officers were also elected for each group.

The data show that a total of 21 per cent of the campers ran for an
office, and 13 per cent of the campers were elected.

over one-half or 62 per cent were elected.

Of those who ran,

Broken down by sex, it was

noted that the boys (25 per cent) ran for an office more frequently than
the girls (18 per cent).

More of the boys were also elected.

The respondents were asked to indicate the extent to which they
enjoyed the election process.

These data appear in Table XVIII.

There was very little difference occurring in the extent the boys
and girls enjoyed the election process.

Seventy-one per cent of the

total respondents indicated they had enjoyed the election process much

to very much, with about half (47 per cent) indicating very much.

The respondents were asked to indicate the extent to which they
enjoyed being a member of a group.

These data are presented in Table XIX.

As pointed out by the data in the table, the boys enjoyed being a

member more so than the girls.

Three-fourths (75 per cent) of the boys

indicated they enjoyed being a group member very much, as compared with
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TABLE XVIII

A COMPARISON OF THE OPINIONS OF CAMPERS ATTENDING
SELECTED 4-H CITIZENSHIP CAMPS BY SEX AS TO THE
EXTENT CAMPERS ENJOYED THE ELECTION PROCESS
.
Louisiana, 1962

Boys
N-172

per Cent
Girls
N-230

Total
N-4O2

Very much

48

47

47

Much

22

26

24

Some

22

20

21

Little or none

6

3

5

Undecided

12

2

No response

1

2

100

100

Extent of Enjoyment

Total

1

100

TABLE XIX
A COMPARISON OF THE OPINIONS OF CAMPERS ATTENDING
SELECTED 4-H CITIZENSHIP CAMPS BY SEX AS TO THE
EXTENT OF ENJOYMENT AS A GROUP MEMBER
—aasasssasA. ary

Boys
N-172

Per Cent
Girls
N-230

Total
N=4(2

Very much

75

57

65

Much

12

20

17

Some

8

15

12

Little or none

4

5

5

Undecided

1

2

1

No response

0

1

w

100

100

100

Extent of Enjoyment

Total

*

Leas than % per cent.
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a little over one-half of the girls (or 57 per cent).

Only 12 per cant

of the boys revealed some to little or no enjoyment; whereas 20 per cent
of the girls gave this response.
The vast majority of the boys and girls enjoyed being a member of a

group, with the boys enjoying It more than the girls.

Recreational Activities
During the early part of the afternoon, from 2 to 4 P. M., campers

were given the opportunity to participate in the organized competitive

tournament games such as softball, volleyball, table tennis, badminton,
tether ball, washers, checkers, and dominoes.

Following these tourna

ment gams, and toward the end of the afternoon for about two hours
preceding the evening meal, the campers were offered free-choice recre/

ational activities « swimming, dancing, ball games, handicraft, talking

to friends, resting, writing letters and doing personal things.

The 4-H

Club metribers were asked to indicate the extent of participation and

enjoyment received from these tournament games and free-choice recrea

tional activities.

The participation level of the campers in these

activities is also indicated in this section.

A planned evening program was conducted on each of the four nights

during encampment.

These programs were group recreational activities,

some requiring costumes.

The activities were planned by a group of

campers and agents under the leadership of the Program Coordinator.

The programs conducted were as follows:

Meet Your neighbor, Camp Fire

Program, T. V. Extravaganza, and a Halloween Party.

The participants

were asked to evaluate the planned evening program using the sama scal

ing technique outlined earlier in this section.
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A period of free-choice activities followed the planned evening pro
gram.

The campers were asked to Indicate the extent of enjoyment and

amount of time spent on activities offered following the planned evening
programs,
The respondents were asked to Indicate the extent to which they par
ticipated in the competitive tournament games.

The resulting data are

presented in Table XX.

More of the boys participated in softball (60 per cent) and ping pong

(27 per cent) to the extent of some to quite a bit of the time as compared

with the girls for softball (30 per cent) and ping pong (18 per cent).
More of the girls (40 per cent) played volleyball some to quite a bit of
the time, as compared with the boys (31 per cent) .

The remaining activi

ties offered were participated in to a lesser extent by both groups.

Boys

and girls, however, took part in these in about equal numbers.

Even though a high per cent of the contestants indicated an extent
of participation of little or none, a club member could be engaged in

only one game during most of the competitive games period.

Therefore, the

per cent of participation in the quite a bit and some columns tend to in
dicate that the vast majority of the campers was engaged in a competitive

game.

The boys, as might be expected, participated more than the girls

in the overall activities.

To further explore this area a tabulation was made on the number of
different competitive game activities each camper participated in.

These

data are presented in Table XXI.

The scores indicate that over three-fourths (78 per cent) of the total

respondents participated in only one or two competitive tournament games
during the week of encampment.

This is further emphasized by the median
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TABLE XX

A COMPARISON OF THE OPINIONS OF CAMPERS ATTENDING SELECTED
4-H CITIZENSHIP CAMPS BY SEX AS TO EXTENT CAMPERS
PARTICIPATED IN THE COMPETITIVE TOURNAMENT GAMES
Louisiana, 1962

Per Cent
Little
or
None

Do Not
Apply.......

Total

40

0

100

8

69

0

100

10

5

85

0

100

3

4

55

38

100

18

9

73

0

100

Checkers

5

3

92

0

100

Dominoes

0

1

62

37

100

Washers

3

5

92

0

100

Softball

24

6

70

0

100

Volleyball

28

12

60

0

100

Badminton

8

7

85

0

100

Tether Ball

1

3

60

36

100

Ping Pong

9

9

82

0

100

Checkers

5

3

92

0

100

Dominoes

0

0

62

38

100

Washers

3

3

94

0

100

Types of
Competitive Games

Quite
A Bit

Some

Softball

48

12

Volleyball

23

Badminton

Boys N » 172

Tether Ball
Ping Pong

Girls N » 230

Total N - 402
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TABLE XXI

A COMPARISON OF THE OPINIONS OF CAMPERS ATTENDING SELECTED 4-H
CITIZENSHIP CAMPS BY SEX AS TO TOTAL NUMBER OF COMPETITIVE
TOURNAMENT GAMES CAMPERS PARTICIPATED IN
Louisiana, 1962

Total Number of Games
Campers Participated In

Boys
N-172

Per Cent
Girls
N-230

Total
N-402

One

54

61

58

Two

23

18

20

Three

11

4

7

Four

3

2

3

Five

1

0

1

Six

0

0

0

Seven

1

0

0

Eight or more

0

0

0

None

7

15

11

Total

100

100

100

Median number of different
games participated in

1.9

1.7

1.7

nunber of games in which the contestants participated.
median number is 1.9 and, for the girls, 1.7
*
campers participated in three or more games.

For the boys the

Only 11 per cent of the
A like number (11 per cent)

did not participate at all, with more girls (15 per cent) than boys (7 per
cent) giving this response.

Most of the campers were engaged in relatively

few activities, yet the majority took part.

To further explore this idea the campers were asked to indicate the
extent to which they enjoyed the competitive tournament games.
are presented in Table XXII.

The figures
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TABLE XXII

A COMPARISON OF THE OPINIONS OF CAMPERS ATTENDING SELECTED
4-H CITIZENSHIP CAMPS BY SEX AS TO EXTENT CAMPERS ENJOYED
PARTICIPATING IN COMPETITIVE TOURNAMENT GAMES

Louisiana,. 1962
Per Cent
Girls
N»230

Total
N-402

80

61

69

Much

9

18

14

Some

6

9

8

Little or none

2

7

5

Undecided

2

3

3

No response

1

2

1

100

100

100

Extent of Enjoyment
Very much

Total

Boys
N=>172

The data indicate that over three-fourths (83 per cent) of the campers

rated the extent of their enjoyment of these activities as being much to

very much.

However, the boys ranked the activities higher (89 per cent)

than did the girls (79 per cent) when rating these activities natch to very
much.

In fact, 80 per cent of the boys said very much.

Nine per cent of the respondents felt they enjoyed these activities

little or not at all, or gave an undecided or a no response.

Based on the

numbers, it is evident that the campers, particularly the boys, expressed
a high level of enjoyment for this activity.

The respondents were asked to show the extent of their participation

in the free-choice recreational activities which were conducted during

the late afternoons at camp.
XXIII.

The resultant scores are presented In Table
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TABLE XXIII

A COMPARISON OF THE OPINIONS OF CAMPERS ATTENDING
SELECTED 4-H CITIZENSHIP CAMPS BY SEX AS TO EXTENT
CAMPERS PARTICIPATED IN THE FREE CHOICE RECREATION
Louisiana, 1962
Per Cent
Quite
Little
No
Recreational Choices
Some
Response
or None
A Bit

Total

Boys N - 172
Swimming

35

27

38

0

100

Dancing

44

11

45

0

100

Playing ball

34

17

49

0

100

Talking to friends

69

17

14

0

100

Resting

38

29

33

0

100

6

11

83

0

100

Playing gams

44

17

39

0

100

Playing cards

28

16

55

1

100

Doing personal things

27

17

56

0

100

Handicraft

4

3

26

67

100

Others

4

0

10

86

100

17

30

53

0

100

Dancing

30

19

51

0

100

Playing ball

19

19

62

0

100

Talking to friends

79

16

5

0

100

Resting

42

33

25

0

100

Writing letters

20

28

52

0

100

Flaying gams

25

25

50

0

100

Playing cards

4

12

84

0

100

38

35

27

0

100

Handicraft

7

3

26

64

100

Others

4

0

13

83

100

Writing letters

Girls N
Swimming

230

Doing personal things
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The data point out that the boys and girls tended to vary considerably
as to the extent of their participating in the recreational activities of

fered during the free-choice period.

A larger per cent of the boys went

swimming (62 per cent), danced (55 per cent), played ball (51 per cent),
played games (61 per cent), and played cards (44 per cent) at the rate

of some to quite a bit of the time as compared with the girls who partici

pated in the same activities as follows;

swam (47 per cent), danced (49

per cent), played ball (38 per cent), played games (50 per cent) and

played cards (18 per cent).

On the other hand, a larger percentage of the girls reported partici

pating to the extent of some to quite a bit in talking to friends (95 per
cent), resting (75 per cent), doing personal things (73 per cent), Writing
letters (48 per cent), and doing handicraft (10 per cent).

In comparison

the boys reported talking to friends (86 per cent), resting (67 per cent)>

doing personal things (47 per cent), writing letters (17 per cent) and
handicraft (7 per cent) as activities on which they spent some to quite
a bit of time.
It is not surprising to note, however, that the boys participated

more than the girls In the games which demanded more physical exertion;
whereas, the girls were engaged more than boys in activities requiring
less physical movements.

The girls tended to spend their time on social

or personal activities when given free-choices.

To explore this area further, the campers were asked to rate the
extent of their enjoyment of the free-choice recreational period.

These

data are shown in Table XXIV.

These data indicate that the campers, when asked to rate the extent
of enjoyment of ths recreational free-choice activities, overwhelmingly
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TABLE XXIV
A COMPARISON OF THE OPINIONS OF CAMPERS ATTENDING SELECTED
4-H CITIZENSHIP CAMPS BY SEX AS TO THE EXTENT
CAMPERS ENJOYED FREE CHOICE RECREATION PERIOD

Louisiana, 1962

Boys
N-172

Extent of Enjoyment
Very much

Per Cent
Girls
N-230

Total
N«402

91

90

90

Much

7

7

7

Some

2

2

2

Little or none

0

0

0

No response

0

1

1

100

100

100

Total

replied very much (90 per cent), with about equal numbers of boys and

girls giving this indication.

It can be observed from these data that

a period of this sort is extremely well accepted by the campers.
To further explore this area of free-choice recreational activities,
the campers were asked to express their opinions as to how they could have

enjoyed this period more.

The campers responded as follows:

in no other

way (23 per cent), by having a longer period allowing wore free-time (13

per cent), by having a better place to swim (7 per cent), and by having
other forms of recreational activities with more and better equipment (7

per cent).

Many other suggestions were offered by the respondents - too

numerous to mention.

A few of the other suggestions made were as follows:

to be able to rest and sleep more, to have the concession stand open longer

and more often with more eats to sell, and to have the swimming period In
the morning to allow girls enough time to roll or set their hair for the

evening program.
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The respondents were asked to indicate the extent to which they en

joyed the planned evening programs.

These data are presented in Table XXV.

These data show that one fairly important difference occurred between
the opinions of boys and girls, in that the boys did not enjoy the Meet

Your Neighbor program (mean score 2.8) as much as the other programs, and
as much as the girls did.

On the other hand, both boys and girls rated

the extent of their enjoyment of the Halloween Tarty vary high (3.5 mean

score).

Basically, however, the other mean scores not mentioned previ

ously, proved that no other important differences occurred between the

opinions of boys and girls as to the extent of enjoyment offered them by
the night programs.

It is well to point out, however, that as high as 47 per cent of the
boys and 37 per cent of the girls felt they received from some to little

or no enjoyments or gave an undecided or a no response for some of these
activities.

Based on these findings, it seems that a fairly good portion

of the campers enjoyed these activities, yet many did not particularly
care for them.

After the planned evening programs, the campers were offered free-

choice recreational activities which included social dancing, games and
movies.

Campers were free, within certain limits, to walk, talk to

friends or retire to their cabins.
The participants were asked to indicate the extent of time spent on

the free-choice activities following the planned night programs.

These

figures are presented in Table XXVI.

A very large number of the boys (78 per cent) and girls (63 per cent)
reported spending quite a bit of time dancing.

Fairly large percentages

of both boys and girls spent a lot of time talking in the cabins and

TABLE XXV

A COMPARISON OF THE OPINIONS OF CAMPERS ATTENDING SELECTED
4-H CITIZENSHIP CAMPS BY SEX AS TO THE EXTENT CAMPERS
ENJOYED THE PLANNED NIGHT PROGRAMS IN THE EVENING
Louisiana, 1962

Per Cent
Type of
Night Programs

Little
or
None

Mb
Response

Very
Much

Much

Some

Meet Your Neighbor

35

18

32

9

1

5

Camp Fire Program

38

22

19

9

2

T. V. Extravaganza

27

9

9

10

Halloween Party

28

8

5

Meet Your Neighbor

37

34

Camp Fire Program

39

T. V. Extravaganza
Halloween Party

Total

Mean
*
Score

0

100

2.8

10

0

100

3.0

2

2

41

100

3.0

0

0

1

58

100

3.5

20

6

1

2

0

100

3.1

24

20

6

3

8

0

100

3.1

29

9

8

4

2

3

45

100

3.2

29

8

5

2

0

1

55

100

3.5

Undecided

Do Not
Apply

« - 172

Girls N ° 230

* The mean score was calculated by assigning each response a numerical value as follows:' 4-VeryMuch,
3-Much, 2-Some and 1-Little or None. No value was assigned to an undecided or to a no response reply.
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TABLE XXVI
A COMPARISON OF THE OPINIONS OF CAMPERS ATTENDING SELECTED
4-H CITIZENSHIP CAMPS BY SEX AS TO THE EXTENT TIME WAS
SPENT ON ACTIVITIES FOLLOWING THE PLANNED NIGHT PROGRAM
Louisiana, 1962
Activities Offered After
Planned Night Programs

Per Cent
Little
Do Not
or None
Apply

Quite
A Bit

Some

78

15

7

9

15

25

No
Response

Total

0

0

100

35

41

0

100

22

52

0

1

100

2

7

50

41

0

100

Talking in the Cabin

41

20

39

0

0

100

Walking

49

27

24

0

0

100

Girls N « 230
Dancing

63

26

10

0

1

100

2

16

36

45

1

100

Playing Games

15

27

57

0

1

100

Watching T. V.

0

3

52

45

0

100

Talking in the Cabin

50

23

27

0

0

100

Walking

32

32

35

0

1

100

Boys N « 172
Dancing
Movies

Playing Games
Watching T. V.

Movies

Ch
m
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walking, (boys 41 and 49 per cent, and girls 50 and 32 per cent respec
tively).

Nearly one-half of the campers (boys, 47 per cent and girls 42

per cent) reported spending from some to quite a bit of time playing games
such as ping pong and checkers.

Very few campers reported looking at T. V.

or at the movies available on camp.
Based on these figures, it is evident that a large percentage of the
boys and girls spent a great deal of time dancing,

playing games such as

ping pong and checkers occupied quite a bit of the campers time aa well.
Camp Grant Walker has poor night facilities to play these games.

This

might indicate an area where improvement could be made for better time
utilization during the night activities.

The campers were asked to indicate the extent to which they enjoyed
the free-choice activities conducted after the planned night programs.

This is shown in Table XXVII.
TABLE XXVII

A COMPARISON OP THE OPINIONS OF CAMPERS ATTENDING SELECTED 4-H
CITIZENSKIP CAMPS BY SEX AS TO THE EXTENT CAMPERS ENJOYED THE
FREE CHOICE ACTIVITIES AFTER THE PLANNED NIGHT PROGRAMS

Louisiana, 1962

Extent of Enjoyment

Boys
N«172

Per Cent
Girls
N-230

Total
N®402

Very much

85

75

79

Much

12

14

13

Some

3

10

7

Little or none

0

1

1

Undecided

0

0

0

100

100

100

Total
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The vast majority (boys, 85 per cent end girls, 75 per cent) reported

enjoying the free-choice activities very touch.

A sizeable number of the

remainder (boys, 12 per cent and girls, 14 per cent) reported enjoying this
period much.

Only one per cent of the total participants expressed little

or no enjoyment from this period.
When all the data are taken into account, the free-choice recreational
activities on camp were extremely well received by the campers.

The small

number of boys and girls reporting little or no enjoyment from these activ

ities constitutes a problem.

It is the opinion of the author that this

problem could be partially alleviated by supplying the camp with better
night recreational facilities.

The respondents were asked to indicate their suggestions for improve
ments of the night recreation,

mentioned:

the following are the ones most frequently

to have social dancing last longer or start earlier with a

shorter night program (21 per cent), to have more and better records (14
per cent), to have more activities or recreation at the same time as deneIng (10 per cent), to be trusted more or given more freedom with the oppo

site sex (6 per cent), and (8 per cent) said it was fine as it was conducted.
A few of the many other suggestions, receiving less support than the ones

listed above, are as follows:

to have equal number of campers by sex, do

away with the planned night programs or plan them better, have better light

ing for night recreational games, have fewer agents patrolling the area
with flashlights, allow girls to go to the dance in shorts or camp clothes,

have less lights in the dance hall, have a water fountain and a concession
stand near the dance area, and have a place for boys and girls to walk and
talk.

A suggestion of much lesser importance came from a boy who wanted

bigger pine trees in the area.
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Overall Evaluation

This section la designed to evaluate the caqpers' feelings about,
and experiences at cas^ through a series of questions pertaining to the
different aspects of the program.

The first was concerned with a rank

ing of the eleven major activities on camp.

The club members were asked

to rank these activities in order of preferences from one to eleven.

following scale was used in computing the mean rank.

The

1. first choice,

2. second choice, 3-8. third to eight choices, and 9. ninth to 11th choices.

Therefore, the lower mean rank score expressed a higher preference by the
4-H Club members.
This section includes also the opinions of the campers as to the oppor

tunities that were offered them through their experiences at camp.

Ques

tions as to where activity and program emphasis should be placed in future

camp program were also included.
The campers also expressed their reaction as to the supervision of

activities at camp by agents and leaders.

extent of the participants
*

The last question indicated the

enjoyment of the overall camp.

The respondents were asked to rank the eleven major activities con

ducted at camp according to their preference.

From these, mean rank scores

were computed and the activities placed In rank order.

The data are pre

sented In Table XXVIII.

The data on mean rank scores indicate the rankings of the boys as

compared with the girls were very similar, with only slight variations.
Both the boys and girls rated the same three activities as first, second
and third preference, but in an inverse order from each other.

The girls

first three choices, in order of preference, which was also the same rank
ing as the total universe, were as follows:

1st. free-choice recreation
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TABLE XXVIII
A COMPARISON OF THE OPINIONS OF CAMPERS ATTENDING SELECTED
4-H CITIZENSHIP CAMPS BY SEX AS TO THE MAJOR ACTIVITIES
AT CAMP RANKED ACCORDING TO CAMPER PREFERENCE
Louisiana, 1962

Mean Rank Scores
*

Boys N»172
Scores Rank

Activities

Girls N-230
Scores Rank

Total N=402
Scores Rank

Free choice recreation
(afternoon)

4.21

(3)

3.60

(I)

85
*
3

(1)

Free choice recreation
(evening)

3.92

(2)

4.05

(2)

4.02

(2)

Tournament games

3.62

(1)

4.86

(3)

4.36

(3)

Activity period

5.34

(5)

5.23

(4)

5.27

(4)

Group competition

5.13

(4)

5.53

(5)

5.35

(5)

Speakers on citizenship

5.64

(6)

5.86

(6)

5.77

(6)

Planned night programs

6.57

(8)

94
*
5

(7)

20
*
6

(7)

Participation in a group

6.21

(7)

6.36

(8)

30
*
6

(8)

Discussion groups

6.77

(9)

6.96

(ID

88
*
6

O)

Camp elections

7.07

(11)

6.76

(9)

6.89

(10)

Sunset service

6.90

(10)

94
*
6

(10)

92
*
6

(11)

* The club members were asked to rank the eleven activities
their preference from 1 through 11. The following numerical
to determine the campers activity preference: 1-lst choice,
3-8 - 3rd to 8th choices, 9 - 9th to 11th choices. Based on
values above, mean scores were calculated.

according to
scale was used
2-2nd choice,
the numerical

(afternoon), 2nd. free-choice recreation (evening), and 3rd. tournament
games.

The boys first three choices were the same three activities in an

Inverse order.

The three highest ranked phases of the camp were concerned

with recreational activities - two free-choice and the organized competltlve tournament games.
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The next three activities, in the total universe rank scale were the

activity period, group competition and speakers on citizenship.

Two of

the phases designed to promote citizenship were rated in this group —

namely, the activity periods, and the speakers on citizenship.

The fact

that these two activities were not rated any higher Is no great cause of
alarm.

Earlier indications in this study revealed that a majority of the

respondents enjoyed these activities, and gained much to very much infor

mation on citizenship from them.

The boys rated the group competition

period, another recreational activity, fourth.
The seventh, eighth and ninth total ranked Items, by the total uni

verse, respectively, were planned night programs, participation In a group,

end discussion groups.

The girls followed the same rank pattern as the

total universe for the first two, but varied on the latter one, discussion

groups.

It was placed last or eleventh in the rank order scale.

The boys

followed the pattern on the seventh, eighth, and ninth items with only a

slight deviation.
The last two activities rated by the rank order scores were camp elec

tions and the sunset service.

However, the girls deviated from the universe

by ranking the camp elections ninth.

To further explore the relation of the activities of the citizenship
camp program to each other, the campers were asked to indicate the extent
to which emphasis should be placed on each camping phase in the future.

This Is presented in Table XXIX.
The opinions of the campers tended to suggest strongly that they felt

recreational activities of all types should be given more emphasis In the

future.

This is pointed out by the fact that a large number of the boys

si^gested that more emphasis in the future should be placed in free-choice

TABLE XXIX

A COMPARISON OF THE OPINIONS OF CAMPERS ATTENDING SELECTED
4-H CITIZENSHIP CAMPS BY SEX AS TO SUGGESTIONS FOR
ACTIVITY EMPHASIS FOR FUTURE CAMP PROGRAMS
Louisiana, 1962

Per Cent

More

About
the
Same

Less

Speakers on citizenship

18

54

23

5

100

Discussion groups

11

59

24

6

100

Activity periods

48

43

5

4

100

Participating in a group

31

56

8

5

100

Group competition

40

48

8

4

100

Tournament games

52

41

3

4

100

Free choice recreation

58

33

4

5

100

Sunset service

20

57

16

7

100

Planned night programs

32

47

15

6

100

Free choice night recreation

73

20

2

5

100

25

60

11

4

100

Suggestions for Etnphasis on
Activities for Future Camp Programs

No
Response

Total

Boys N - 172

Camp elections

(Continued)

TABLE XXIX (Continued)

Per Cent
More

About
the
Same

Less

Speakers on citizenship

14

53

31

2

100

Discussion groups

11

57

30

2

100

Activity periods

34

54

8

2

100

Participating in a group

25

58

14

3

100

Group competition

35

57

7

1

100

Tournament games

37

55

5

3

100

Free choice recreation

58

35

3

4

100

Sunset service

15

68

13

4

100

Planned night programs

34

48

15

3

100

Free Choice night recreation

61

33

3

3

100

Camp elections

25

63

10

2

100

Suggestions for Emphasis on
Activities for Future Caw Program

No
Response

Total

Girls K « 230

Total S » 402
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night recreational activity (73 per cent), free-choice, afternoon recrea
tional activity (58 per cent), tournament games (52 per cent), and group
competition (40 per cent).

In comparison, a somewhat smaller percentage

of girls also made the suggestions that more emphasis should be placed

on free-choice night recreational activities (61 per cent), free-choice
afternoon recreational activities (58 per cent), tournament competitive

games (37 per cent), and group competition (35 per cent).

An interesting'2^'

observation can be made in that a smaller percentage of the boys and
girls suggested that more emphasis should be placed on the Planned Night

Programs (32 and 34 per cent, respectively), as compared with the higher
rated recreational type activities discussed above.

The reason for the

fairly low rating on the planned night program might be explained by the
fact that quite a few campers (21 per cent), felt this activity should

be shorter to allow more time for dancing, a part of the free-choice rec

reational program which followed the Planned Night Program.

This prompted

the respondents to suggest very emphatically that more emphasis should be

placed on free-choice night recreation.

It stands to reason, then, that

any activity in competition with the campers’ favorite would, quite natu
rally, not be as well received.

Forty-eight per cent of the boys and 36 per cent of the girls felt
that more emphasis should be placed on the activity period.

The majority of the boys and the girls tended to feel that about
the same degree of emphasis should be placed on Speakers on Citizenship

(54 and 53 per cent), Discussion groups (59 and 57 per cent), Participa
tion in a group (56 and 59 per cent), Sunset Service (57 and 68 per cent),
and Camp elections (60 and 63 per cent), respectively
*

4

Ik

It should be pointed out, however, that almost one-fourth of the

boys (23 and 24 per cent, respectively) suggested that less emphasis
Should be placed on the Speakers on Citizenship and the Discussion

groups which followed.

In comparison almost one-third of the girls

(31 per cent and 30 per cent, respectively), felt less emphasis should

be placed on Speakers on Citizenship and the Discussion Group.
Based on the percentages it appears that both boys and girls sug
gested very strongly that more emphasis should be placed on the recrea
tional type activities, with somewhat less emphasis being placed on the

citizenship type activities.

The campers were asked to indicate the extent to which they felt
that they were given the chance to achieve or experience certain se

lected opportunities at camp.

The data are presented in Table XXX.

The figures on the mean scores show that the responses of the
campers generally fell in the expression range of much opportunity
with some tending to get in the very much opportunity range.

The

campers rated the opportunity "to have fun" the highest, as evidenced

by a mean score of 3.7 for both groups.

The next highest scores were

given to the opportunity !,to participate in a variety of activities”
and, ”to achieve cooperation between campers, agents, and leaders.”
The two items rated as having afforded campers less opportunities than
the others were, "to have enough free time,” and "to learn new skills."

The mean scores on the items ranged from 2.9 to 3.1
Coming as no surprise was the low rating given to the opportunity

to have enough free time.

The campers expressed earlier (Table XXVIII)

that free-choice recreational phases of the camp as being their top

TABLE XXX

A COMPARISON OF THE OPINIONS OF CAMPERS ATTENDING SELECTED
4-H CITIZENSHIP CAMPS BY SEX AS TO THE EXTENT CAMPERS FELT
THE PROGRAM AT CAMP AFFORDED THE FOLLOWING OPPORTUNITIES
Louisiana, 1962

Per Cent
Opportunities
Offered at Casap

Some

Little
or None

Undecided

27

13

2

0

32

29

24

9

To select activities based
on own ability

44

27

21

To achieve cooperation between
campers, agents and leaders

59

24

To do things as an Individual

44

To do things as part of
a group

Very
Much

Much

To participate in a variety
of activities

56

To learn new skills

Total

Mean
*
Score

2

100

3.4

1

5

100

2.9

2

2

4

100

3.2

9

2

2

4

100

3.5

19

27

1

4

5

100

3.2

49

24

12

3

2

10

100

3.4

To have enough free time

46

22

14

11

1

6

100

3.1

To achieve recognition for
worthwhile accomplishments

40

30

16

4

4

6

100

3.2

To have fun

78

9

6

3

1

3

100

3.7

Ho
Response

Boys N « 172

(Continued)

TABLE XXX (Continued)

Opportunities
Offered at Camp

Very
Much

Much

Some

Little
or None

Undecided

To participate in a variety
of activities

54

29

14

2

0

To learn new skills

33

28

29

7

To select activities based
on own ability

41

27

22

To achieve cooperation between
campers, agents and leaders

50

26

To do things as an individual

42

To do things as part of
a group

No
Response

Total

Mean
*
Score

1

100

3.4

1

2

100

2.9

5

1

4

100

3.1

14

4

2

4

100

3.3

26

22

5

0

5

100

3.1

49

27

16

3

1

4

100

3.3

To have enough free tin®

42

21

19

12

0

6

100

3.0

To achieve recognition for
worthwhile accomplishments

35

28

27

5

1

4

100

3.0

To have fun

78

11

8

2

0

1

100

3.7

Girls N ■= 230

Total N - 402
'■i|",I'!"tI
h ■ i,
* The mean score was calculated by assigning each response a numerical value as follow8: 4-VeryMuch,
3-Much, 2-Some and 1-Little or None. No value was assigned to an undecided or to a no response reply.
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preferences.

It is only natural to assume that the campers would welcome

more free time.

The campers rated the opportunity to have fun as a top priority.
This substantiated and supported the fact, from a campers standpoint,

they have a primary interest in having fun at camp.
The campers were asked to react to the supervision of their activi

ties at camp by the Extension agents and leaders according to a prepared

scale.

The results are presented in Table XXXI
TABLE XXXI

A COMPARISON OF THE OPINIONS OF CAMPERS ATTENDING SELECTED
4-H CITIZENSHIP CAMPS BY SEX AS TO REACTION
GF CAMPERS AS TO SUPERVISION OP ACTIVITIES
AT CAMP BY THE AGENTS AND LEADERS

Louisiana, 1962

Type of Reaction

Too easy

Per Cent
Girls
*230
N>

Boy«
N-172

Total
N“4O2

3

2

2

About right

63

73

69

Too strict

26

18

22

Undecided

6

7

6

0

1

100

100

No response
Total N « 402

-.. 1

.. .

100

The majority, 69 per cent of the total campers, felt the supervision
of activities at camp was about right.

indication than hoys (63 per cent).

More girls (73 per cent) gave this

Twenty-two per cent of the total par

tlcipants felt the agents and leaders were too strict, with more of the

boys (26 per cent) than the girls (18 per cent) giving this response.

The
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author observed as the questionnaires were coded and edited that the ma
jority of these responses seemed to cose from a relatively few parishes.

As a final question, the campers were asked, "How did you enjoy the

camp overall?
'
*

The figures are presented in Table XXXII.

TABLE XXXII
A COMPARISON OF THE OPINIONS OF CAMPERS ATTENDING
SELECTED 4-H CITIZENSHIP CAMPS BY SEX AS TO
EXTENT OF ENJOYMENT OF THE OVERAU. CAMP

Louisiana, 1962

Enjoyment
Much to very much

Boys
N«172

Per Cant
Girls
N-230

Total
N-402

91

90

90

Some

7

9

8

Little or non©

0

1

1

Undecided

1

0

*

No response

1

0

1

100

100

100

Total

*

Less than % per cent.
Ninety per cent of the participants enjoyed the camp much to very

much, with equal numbers of boys and girls giving this response.
one per cent expressed little or no enjoyment.

Only

The majority of campers

apparently enjoyed the camp to a considerable extent.

'

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the citizenship camp program

offered at the two Central Southwest District Camps, and to help develop

from these evaluations, a more effective overall program for future 4-H
camping in Louisiana.

Through the evaluations, it was hoped that the

educational and recreational aspects of camping could be improved.
The primary objectives of this study were to compare the opinions of
senior 4-H Club boys and girls as to the major aspects of camp, and to

develop an overall evaluation from these opinions.

The opinions of the

participants were compared as to the extent of information or enjoyment

gained on the following phases of camping:

citizenship activities, edu

cational activities, group activities, and recreational activities.

campers were also asked to evaluate the overall camp.

The

The characteristics

of the camper were identified and presented in this study.

The questionnaire, for this study, was designed to procure informa
tion relative to the campers participation and their opinions, by sex, as

to the major aspects of the camping program.

The questionnaire was instru

mental in obtaining face data such as age, sex, and the respondents
*

4-H

background.

This study included all white senior 4-H Club campers, 172 boys and
230 girls, from the Central Southwest District who attended two of the four
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citizenship camps (numbers 2 and 5) conducted at Camp Grant Walker near

The campers were asked co complete the prepared ques

Pollock, Louisiana.

tionnaire in a group interview situation on the camp grounds at the close
of both camps.

Summary of Findings
The data were divided into five major divisions for analysis and
presentation.

They are as follows:

(1) Characteristics of the c super;

(2) Citizenship activities; (3) Group activities; (4) Recreational activi

ties; and (5) Overall evaluation.
Characteristics «MMW»
of *Mthe
Camper
MW»
I1 IIIHI lllfllWRI
*

1.

group.

The boys attending camp were somewhat older than the girls as a
The median age of the boys was 15.8 years as compared with 15.4

years for the girls.

The majority of the participants were between the

ages of 14 to 16.

2.

In regard to the campers place of residence, the data showed that

35 per cent of the girls and 18 per cent of the boys lived in a large town.
More boys than girls were residents of rural areas.

Thirty-four per cent

of the boys lived on a farm and 13 per cent lived in the country but not

on a farm as compared with 28 per cent and 14 per cent of the girls, respec
tively, living in these two areas.

3.

The boys as a group had completed slightly more schooling than the

girls.

The median grade completed for the boys was 10.2 and 10.0 for the

girls.

The majority of the campers, 69 per cent, were in the ninth and

tenth grades of school.

Only four per cent of the respondents had gradu

ated from high school.
4.

The girls attending camp made higher grades in school as a group

than did the boys.

Some 65 per cent of the girls made mostly "B's" or
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higher as compared with only 43 per cent of the boys.

Ninety-one per cent

of the participants had a "C‘* average or better in school work.
5.

Both boys and girls had been 4-H Club members about the same

length of time, as indicated by a median number of years of 5.9 for the

boys and 5.8 for the *
.
girl

Almost three-fourths, 71 per cent, of the

total group had been 4-H members five or more years.

6.

The girls had been enrolled in more 4-H projects than the boys.

The median number of projects carried by the girls was 5.2 as compared with

a median of only 3.9 for the boys.
7.

The girls completed more projects (median number of 4.2) than the

boys (median number of 2.9).

Although the girls had completed larger num

bers of projects, they had completed their projects at about the same ratio
as the boys, both completing about three-fourths of those in which they

were enrolled.
8.

The boys and girls attending casp were only moderately active in

club work as indicated by the years responsibility scores.

were 2.3 and 2.2, respectively, for the *
boy

and girls.

These scores

Some 48 per cent

of the boys and 43 per cent of the girls had a years of responsibility
score ranging from one to three.

Yet as many as 28 per cent of the boys

and 32 per cent of the girls had a zero years of responsibility score.

9.

The median number of 4-H events participated in by the boys was

8.7 and by the girls 8.4 events.

The majority had been moderately active

participants in 4-H events with the boys having been slightly more active

than the girls.

Citizenship Activities
1.

The talk "Citizenship and You" was better received by the boys

and girls (mean scores 3.4 and 3.5, respectively) than the other two talks.

The figures indicate the respondents felt that very meh useful information

was gained from this talk.

In fact, 58 per eent of the boys and 62 per cent

of the girls gave this indication.

The mean scores on the two other talks,

•'Our Responsibility as a Citizen in the Community" and "Citizenship in the

State and Nation" ranged from 3.0 to 3.1 for the boys and the girls.

From

33 to 44 per cent of the boys and girls rated these two talks as having
offered them very meh useful information on citisenship.

The data on all

three talks, for both boys and girls, pointed out that the talks were gen

erally well received.

Very few differences were noted between the opinions

of boys and girls as to the extent of information gained from the citizen
ship talks.

2.

The campers felt they had gained more information from the talks

than from the discussion periods which followed.

The mean scores on all

discussion periods for both boys and girls were 3.0, except for the *
girls

discussion period on "Citizenship and You" which rated a 3.1 mean score.
The mean scores on the discussion groups were somewhat lower, when compared

with the mean scores on the talks (3.4, 3.1, 3.0 and 3.5, 3.1 and 3.0) for
the boys and the girls, respectively.

However, the responses still indi

cate that the discussion periods were fairly well received.

This was

pointed out when 63 to 65 per cent of the boys and 63 to 69 per cent of

the girls felt they had gained much to very much information from the dis

cussion periods.

Very slight differences were expressed between the opin

ions of boys and girls as to the extent of information gained from the

discussion periods.
3.

The activity periods were very well received by the majority of

the campers.

This is pointed out by the range of the mean scores (from

3.0 to 3.7) for both boys and girls covering all activity periods.

The
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mean scores suggested that a large number of the campers had gained much

to very much information from the activity periods.

The preferences of

the boys and the girls were very similar, except in two instances where

differences would normally be expected.

These were in the areas of "Con

serving Natural Resources" which the boys rated higher and "You and Your

Personality" where the girls expressed a stronger preference.
4.

Sixty-seven per cent of the campers rated the Sunset Service as

being much to very much worthwhile.

However, 33 per cent of the respon

dents rated this activity to be from some to little or no value or gave

an undecided response.

Very similar responses were given by the boys

and the girls concerning this aspect of the program.

Group Activity
1.

■

The median number of different group assignments performed at

camp by the campers was 1.8 for the boys and 1.4 for the girls.

The boys

attending camp executed slightly more group assignments than the girls.

Neither the boys nor the girls, however, carried out a large number of
special assignments.

Thirty-one per cent of the participants revealed

that they had not performed any group assignments whatsoever, and 33 per
cent had fulfilled only one assignment.

More girls (39 per cent) than

boys (20 per cent) had not carried out any of these special group assign

ments.
2.

More boys (25 per cent) than girls (17 per cent) indicated they

had participated more than others in the group competition activities.
Slightly over one-half (51 per cent) of the campers expressed a feeling

they had participated about the same as others, with almost equal numbers
of boys and girls giving this reply.

Some 20 per cent of the boys and

26 per cent of the girls felt they had taken part less than others.

The
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data suggest that the majority of the campers felt they had participated
about the same or more than others in the group competition periods, with

the boys being engaged more often than the girls.

3.

More boys (65 per cent) than girls (47 per cent) expressed very

much enjoyment when queried about the group competition period.

However,

more girls (23 per cent) enjoyed this period much as compared with the

boys (14 per cent).

Twenty-six per cent of the girls indicated little to

no enjoyment, while 18 per cent of the boys gave the same response. Seventy
four per cent of the total respondents stated they enjoyed participating in

group competition much to very much.

4.

A total of 21 per cent of the participants ran for an office, and

13 per cent of the total nunber were elected.

cent were elected.
5.

Of those who ran, 62 per

More boys than girls were elected to office.

Seventy-one per cent of the total campers expressed the opinion

that they had enjoyed the election process much to very much, with 47 per

cent indicating very meh.

There was very little difference in the extent

to which boys and girls enjoyed the election process.
6.

Some 75 per cent of the boys reported that they enjoyed being a

group member vary much, as compared with only 57 per cent of the girls.

Only 12 per cent of the boys expressed some to little or no enjoyment,

while 20 per cent of the girls gave this response.

The majority of the

participants enjoyed being a member of a group, with the boys enjoying it
more than the girls.
Recreational Activities
1.

More boys (60 and 27 per cent) than girls (30 and 18 per cent)

participated in softball and ping pong respectively.

However, more girls

(40 per cent) than boys (18 per cent) played volleyball.

The other
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activities, namely:

badminton, tether ball, washers, checkers and domi

noes , were engaged in to a lesser extent by both boys and girls.

cipation however, was at the same level for both groups.

Parti

The boys, as

might be expected, participated more than the girls in the overall activ
ities offered during this period.

2.

Seventy-eight per cent of the campers took part in only one or

two competitive tournament games during the week of encampment.

The median

number of games played was 1.9 for the boys and 1.7 for the girls.

Only

11 per cent of the respondents participated in three or more games.

A

like number (11 per cent) of all contestants did not take part in any

activities.

It should be pointed out, however, that most of the partici

pants were engaged in a relatively few activities, yet the greater propor

tion took part.

3.

Eighty-three per cent of the respondents enjoyed the competitive

tournament games from much to very much.

However, the boys ranked the

activities higher (89 per cent) than the girls (79 per cent) by rating the
activities from much to very much.

Only nine per cent of the total par

ticipants stated that they had enjoyed these activities little or none,
or gave an undecided or a no response.

The campers, particularly the boys,

expressed a high level of enjoyment for this activity.
4.

The boys and girls tended to vary considerably as to the extent

to which they participated in the recreational free-choice activities

offered during the late afternoons at camp.

A larger per cent of the

boys than girls participated at the rate of some to quite a bit of their
time in the following gamesj

swimming (62 per cent and 47 per cent), danc

ing (55 per cent and 49 per cent), playing ball (51 per cent and 38 per cent),
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playing games (61 per cent and 50 per cent), and playing cards (44 per

cent and 18 per cent) far boys and girls, respectively.
On the other hand, a larger percentage of the girls than boys, res

pectively, reported participating to the extent of some to quite a bit
of their time in the following activities:

talking to friends (95 per

cent and 86 per cent), resting (75 per cent and 67 per cent), doing per
sonal things (73 per cent and 47 per cent), writing letters (48 per cent
anti 17 per cent), and handicraft (10 per cent, 7 per cent).
The boya were generally more active than the girls in the activities
which demanded more physical exertion; whereas, the girls tended to spend
their time on social or personal activities when given free-choices .

5.

The campers, when asked to rate the extent of enjoyment received

from the free-choice recreational activities, overwhelmingly, replied very
much (90 per cent)» with about equal number of boys and girls giving this
indication.
6.

One important difference occurred between the opinions of boys

and girls as to the extent they enjoyed the planned evening program.

The

boys did not enjoy the "Meet Your Neighbor” program (mean score 2.8) as
much as the other programs or as natch as the girls.

Both boys and girls,

however, rated the extent of their enjoyment of the "Halloween party" very

high (3.5 man score).

"The Camp Fire" and the "T.V. Extravaganza" pro

gram were fairly well received by both the boys and girls.
As high as 47 per cent of the boys and 37 per cent of the girls indi

cated they received from some to little or no enjoyment or gave an unde

cided or a no response for some of these activities.

A fairly good pro

portion of the participants enjoyed the planned night programs, yet many
did not particularly care for them.
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7.

The campers were asked to report the extent of time they spent

on the free-choice evening recreation period.

A very large number of the

boys (78 per cent) and girls (63 per cent) reported spending quite a bit
of time dancing.

Fairly large percentages of both boys and girls spent

a lot of time talking in the cabins end walking, (boys 41 and 49 per cent
*

and girls 50 and 32 per cent, respectively).

Forty-seven per cent of the

boys and 42 per cent of the girls reported spending from some to quite a
bit of the time playing gams such as ping pong and checkers.

Very few

campers reported looking at T.V. or at the movies available on camp.

8.

Dancing was, by far, the most popular free-choice evening activity

for both boys and girls,

ticipants.

The night games were very pleasing to the par

Eighty-five per cent of the boys and 75 per cent of the girls

reported enjoying the free-choice evening recreational period very much.
A sizeable number of the remainder, 12 per cent of the boys and 14 per

cent of the girls, reportedly enjoyed this period much.

Only one per

cent of the total campers expressed little or no enjoyment from this
period.
Overall Evaluation
1.

The eleven major activities conducted on camp were ranked by the

campers according to their preference.

Both boys and girls rated the

same three major phases of camp as first three choices, but in an inverse
order.

The girls choices were first, free-choice afternoon recreation;

second, free-choice evening recreation; and third, tournament games.

The

boys first three choices were the same three activities in reverse order.
The fourth, fifth and sixth phases ranked by the total universe were
the activity period, group competition and speakers on citizenship.

The

seventh, eighth and ninth ranked items by the universe, were the planned
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night programs, participation in a group and discussion groups.
two activities, as indicated by the total universe rank scores
*

The last
were the

cam? elections and the Sunset Service.

2.

The respondents were asked to indicate the extent to which empha

sis should be placed on each camping phase in the future.

The opinions of

the campers tended strongly to suggest that recreational activities of all

types should be given more emphasis in the future.

This is pointed out by

the large number of the boys and girls who suggested that more emphasis
should be placed on the following recreational phases of the camp program

in the future:

free-choice evening recreation (73 per cent, and 61 per

cent), free-choice afternoon recreation (58 per cent and 58 per cent),
tournament games (52 per cent and 37 per cent), and group competition

(40 per cent and 35 per cent), for boys and girls respectively.

The rec

reational activity planned night programs,did not receive as much support
from the boys and girls.

Only 32 per cent of the boys and 34 per cent of

the girls suggested that more emphasis should be placed on this recrea

tional activity.
Forty-eight per cent of the boys and 36 per cent of the girls felt

more emphasis should be placed on the activity periods.
The majority of the boys and the girls tended to feel that about the
same degree of emphasis should be placed on speakers on citizenship (54

and 63 per cent), discussion groups (59 and 57 per cent), participation
in a group (56 and 59 per cent), Sunset Service (57 and 68 per cent), and

camp elections (60 and 53 per cent), respectively, for the boys and girls.

Twenty-three and 24 per cent of the boys, respectively, and 31 and 30
per cent of the girls, respectively, suggested less emphasis, in the future
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should be placed on the Speakers On Citizenship and the Discussion Period

which followed.
Both boys and girls suggested very strongly that more emphasis should

be placed on the recreational type activities with somewhat less emphasis
to be placed on the citizenship type activities.

3.

The participants generally felt they were given much to very much

opportunities to achieve or experience certain selected opportunities at
Both boys and girls rated the opportunity "to have fun" the high

camp.
est.

The next highest scores were given to the opportunities "to partici

pate in a variety of activities" and, "to achieve cooperation between

campers, agents, and leaders."

The two items campers rated as having

afforded them less opportunities than the other were, "to have enough
free time," and "to learn new skills."

4.

Sixty-nine per cent of the camper# felt the supervision of activ

ities at camp by the adults was about right.

On the other hand, 22 per

cent of the respondents felt the agents and leaders were too strict.
5.

Ninety per cent of the boys and girls enjoyed the caw much to

very much.

Only one per cent expressed little or no enjoyment from camp.
Conclusions

The citizenship camp Idea was generally well received by both boys

and girls attending camp.

Although the recreational-type activities were

rated the highest, the citizenship phase merited favorable acceptance from

the campers * point-of-view.

The boys and girls expressed a preference for the recreational phases
of caw over all other activities offered as part of the program, with the

free-choice recreational phases being rated the highest.

Based on this,

it Is plausible to conclude that one of the primary objectives of the
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campers was co have fun.

It was interesting to note that the boys preferred

activities requiring taore physical exertion, such as competitive tournament

games and swimmlngj whereas, the girls had a preference for social or seden

tary activities, such as talking to friends or resting.
The planned night recreational activities Involving all campers was

the only phase of the recreational program that the campers did not rate
extremely high.

These activities were rather lengthy and involved all of

the campers in ona single activity which made it difficult to handle.

The

period also limited the time available for dancing and other free-choice
activities which foliowad.

Very little differences occurred between the opinions of boys and

girls as to the extent of enjoyment received fro® the recreational pro
gram at camp.

Thia lends support to the assumption that successful recrea-

tlonal activities, involving both sexes, can be planned.
Even though the respondents attended camp with a primary purpose of

having fun, the citizenship type activities were very Well received by

both the boys and girls.

The majority of the camper
*

felt they gained

useful and valuable information from the citizenship program offered at

the encampments.
received.

The citizenship talks and the activity periods were well

The discussion groups, in the main, were generally well accept

ed, although more campers felt they had not benefited as much from these

as they had from the talks or activity periods.

Only slight differences

occurred between the opinions of the boys and girls as to the extent of

valuable information obtained from the different citizenship activities
at camp.

The conclusion, therefore, Is that boys and girls accept and

receive valuable Information from citizenship activities in a camp situation.
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Neither the boys nor the girls were particularly Impressed with the camp
elections and the Sunset Services conducted at camp.

More thought should

be given to the importance and seriousness of these two programs as teach
ing aids to encourage young 4-8 Club members to become better and stronger

citizens.

The election process and the Sunset Service apparently failed

to generate enthusiasm to any large degree.

These two areas should be

scrutinized carefully in planning future camp programs.

In general, the boys expressed greater satisfaction than the girls

about participation in group activities.

The fact that the competitive

recreational aspects at camp were group-oriented may have contributed to

this finding.

However, it was apparent that both sexes enjoyed working

and playing as a member of a group.

Khen all the data are taken into consideration, thisstudy revealed
that the citizenship camp Idea is a good one as far as the campers were

concerned.

Only slight difference of opinions were noted between the

boys and girls.

Therefore, the conclusion can be drawn that sex was

not a determining factor with respect to the opinions of the partici
pants about the value of the camp.

In summary, campers suggested that, in future camp programming, more

emphasis should be placed In the recreational type activities—stressing

particularly the free-choice phases with somewhat less emphasis being
devoted to citizenship activities.

The majority of the campers apparently enjoyed their experiences at
camp to a considerable degree.
Recommendations

The primary purpose of this study was to evaluate the two citizenship

camp programs and to help develop from these analyses, a more effective
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overall camping program for future 4-H camping in Louisiana.

Baaed on the

results of this study, the overall camping program was a success, but the

following recommendations are presented in an effort to strengthen areas
where wealmesses were observed:
*
Vl

That the citizenship speakers talk for a shorter length of time.

The speakers should be carefully selected before being asked to appear on

the program.
2.

That the discussion group leaders be better trained before being

asked to ”head-uptJ a discussion group.

The campers will not accept this

period with any degree of success unless the discussion leader is skillful
enough to aim and carry out a discussion which is well thought out for the

age level of the group.

If ioprovement cannot be made, then, the period

should be eliminated.
:^3.

That more resource people be encouraged and invited to teach the

activity periods.

A wide selection of activities be offered so that the

preference of both boys and girls can be satisfied.

5^4.

That more thought and planning be given in an effort to impress

upon the young csmpers the importance and seriousness of the Sunset Service.
A sizeable group felt that the service added little or no value to their

camping experience.

'^ 5.

That the following recommendations be incorporated for the improve

ment of the competitive tournament games:

(A)

Have regulation bases, plates and backstops for softball
games.

(B)

Have regulation courts with properly installed posts to
secure nets for volleyball and badminton games.

(C)

Have more ping pong tables and equipment to accomodate
more participants at one time.
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(D)

6.

Have a better swinming facility. The creek used for
swimming is far from being adequate.

That participants be permitted ample free time.

Care should be

exercised, however, not to permit campers to be idle for too long a period

of time.

7.

This could break the rapport between campers, agents, and leaders.

That the planned evening program be shorter, snappier, and better

organized allowing more time for the free-choice recreational evening pro

gram.

8.

That the following recommendations be inauguarated for the improve

ment of free-choice evening recreation.

9.

(A)

Have more and better dancing records. Have a committee of
campers select and purchase records for the encampment.

(B)

Have better night lighting facilities for outdoor games
such as ping pong, badminton, and volleyball, to provide,
for the participants who do not care or like to dance, a
night recreational activity in which they can participate.

(C)

Have the concession stand open for a longer period of
time at night. Have a water fountain at the dance hall.

(D)

Have a Public Address stand erected independently or
not attached to the Dance Hall. The present one vibrates
with the building making it nearly impossible to play the
modem twist-type records.

That the camping program be well organized with an abundance of

recreational type activities and strong well developed citizenship and
educational programs which are short and to the point.

is a good example of the *
campers

The activity period

preference—a phase of the program that

was short, well planned and to the point.

10.

That agents and leaders be extremely careful in exercising proper

judgment when administering supervision.

Being too lax with the supervision

of campers is bad, but the reverse is worse.
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APPENDIX

Schedule No. ,
PARISH

4-H CLUB CAMP STUDY
Louisiana, 1962

I.B.M. COLUMNS
M, 3 (
4 (
5 (

)
)
)

QUESTIONS

Would you answer the questions in this questionnaire as
truthfully as you can. The results of this study will
be used in the future to develop better camp programs.

Male :
Female :

6 (

) 1. Sex:

8 (

) 3. How long have you been a 4-H member
(including this year)? .......... ...One-two years.....
Three-four years..
Five-six years....
Seven years & over

9 (

10 (

;
:

2. Age: Less than 14 years
14 years................. ;
15 years..........
16 years..........
17 years..........
18 years and over.

) 4. What grade of school have you
completed?

;________ :
:
:
,
.
:
;
:
:
;
;

: ' '
:
:
:

:
:
:

_______
Eighth grade.................
:
Ninth grade....... :.............. :
Tenth grade............... :
:
Eleventh grade....
;
;
Twelfth grade.....
:
:

) 5. How would you describe your final
grades in school this year?
All A's................ .... :
:
Some A's and
:
:
Some B's........ : ......... :
Mostly B's............... :............ :
Some B's and
:
:
Some C's........
_______ :
Mostly C's........ :
.
:
Some C's and
:
:
Some D's.................... : .... . :
Some D’s and
:
:
Some F's........ :
:
Mostly F's........ :
.
8
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11 ( ) 6. Where do you live?

On a farm
In the country but
not on a farm
In a small community
(less than 1000
people)
In a small town
(between 1000-2500
people)
In a large town
(over 2500 people)

.

_______

_______

,

12 (

)

7. In what 4-H projects were you enrolled in during this year?
List them. (Check in the completed column, if you think
you completed the requirements of the project)
Project
Completed
Project
Completed

13 (

)

__________________1___________________ •____________ U_________________

,

.,........... ... .....

.:

. ..

; ♦...... n .

. ,

•

-

I ..

......

>

;....................... ..
14 (

)

i. . . .....,,

. ,

.................. ■.

..

8. What responsibilities have you held in your local 4-H
Club? (Check yes or no. If yes, indicate the number
of years you held the office in the appropriate column.)
No. of
Yes
No
years

President................. .......................

:

______ ;.............. •

Vice President............................. ..
Secretary...........................................

;

;

Treasurer................................

;

;

Reporter$

s

parish Executive Committee Delegate..

•

;

Junior Leader................. ..

■

t

Other (List)............... ......................................

t

;
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16 (

)

17 (

)

9. In what 4-H events have you participated?
(Check Yes or No. If yes, indicate the
number of years you participated.)
Yes

4-H Achievement Day
4-H Short Course
State 4-H Records Contest
4-H Junior Camp
4-H Senior Camp
District and State Livestock Shows
18 (

20 (

21 (

)

)

)

s
1

e
: ir ......... J
:
■ . ........ ... *•
Baptist
Catholic
Episcopal
Methodist
Presbyterian
_____
None
_____
Other (Specify) ________

To what extent did you gain information
of your responsibilities as a citizen
from the three morning talks? (Check the
appropriate columns.)
Very
Much

19 (

u
u

) 10. What is your religious preference?

*
11

No. of
Years

... No

Tuesday • Citizenship
and You - Mr. Martin....
Wednesday - Our Respon
sibility as a Citizen Mr. Rhodes.............. .. ..............

Little
or None

Some

Much

Unde
cided

:

:

:

»

:

:

e

Thursday - Citizenship
in the State and Nation
Mr.

12. To what extent did you gain additional information of your
responsibilities as a citizen from the morning discussion
periods based on the talks?
Very
Much
22 (

)

Tuesday.................. .....

23 (

)

Wednesday.....................

24 (

)

Thursday ................. ..

Much

Some

s
,....

_ :___

Little
or None

Undeaided

.. .................

♦

..... : .

♦
*

-...... —r
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13. To what extent did you gain useful information in the
activity periods in which you participated? (Sate only
those you attended)
Very
Little
MuchMuch
Some
or None
Undecided
25 (

) Civil Defense and You... ...

26 (

) water Safety............

27 (

) Conserving Natural
Resources........................ ....

28 (

) You and Your Personality

29 (

) Camping Skills..................

30 (

) Know Your Guns..........

31 (

) Who Profits From Profits

32 (

) Careers.......................

33 <

)

:__________ t

:

:

....... :

.......... :

:

;

:

t

;
,

:

;

;
:

,

.........

,

;

,

;

.

..

:.................. ;. ..................

;

.....

st;

, .

t_______ x........

;

................

;;

......

,x-

;

14. Of those activities that you did not get to attend, is there
one that you would especially liked to have attended?

If yes, check only one *

34
35
36
37
38
39
40

<
(
<
(
(
(
(

)

41 (

)

)
)

)
)
)
)

Yes.....
No---------

Civil Defense and You........
Water Safety............................ ..
Conserving Natural Resources.
You and Your Personality............
Camping Skills............ ..........
Know Your Guns...............
Who Profits From Profits............

. ...

.

15. To what extent did you participate in the meetings
of the group to which you belonged?

More than others............. .............
About the same as others..... 7 'r~''"1
Less than others.............
'
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16. What assignments did you perform as a member of the
group. Check those that apply.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Chairman of athletic team.................. ..
Camp council member.. ...................................
Dishwashing committee........................
Serve on camp election committee,...
Serve on group election committee...
Sunset Service Planning Group.......
Party Planning Group....................................
Point Recorder...............................................
Talent Show Participation...........
Other - List
................................................................ .......... ..

ZZZZZZ

53 (

)

................................................................ ........... ..

.................

54 (

) 17. How well did you enjoy being a member of a group?
Very much.............. ..
Much............. ............ ..
*
Some.
.............................
Little or none........
Undecided.......... ..

_............. .

) 18. To what extent did you participate In the group
competition period?
More than others......
About the same........
Less than others......
Undecided.............

...
________
......
_________

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

55 (

56 (

57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

,
..........
.................

.................
,

) 19. How well did you enjoy participating in the
group competition period?
Very much.............
Much.................. .. ........... *
..
Some.......... ..
Little or none.................
Undecided.......... ........

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

20. To what extent did you participate in the competitive
tournament games in the afternoon? (Check the appro
priate column for each game.)
Quite « hit
Soma
Little or none
Softball................................. .. .............................!
;__________
.
Volleyball..........................
;
;____________
Badminton..............
,
,
i
:
..
. .
Tether Ball.......................
... ..
. i
.. .:.__________________
Ping Pong.......................... ............................... : . ;.... ; ..... ,, „
..... ..
Checkers................ ..
,
,
, ;
;
......... .
_.
Dominoes................... ..
..... t
.., t ....... ,
.
Washers & Ring Toss....
' '________ ;
,
t..........................
“..
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66 (

) 21. How well did you enjoy participating in competitive games
during camp?
Very much.................. ...............
Much..........................
............
Some.................... ..
______
Little or none........ .............
Undecided............................ ..............

22. If you did not participate in the competitive games, why
didn’t you?
67

68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

23. During the free choice recreation period late in the
morning and or afternoon, to what extent did you
participate in the following?
Quite a bit
Soma
Little or none
)
Swimming.............
)
Dancing...........................
)
Playing Ball.........
)
Talking to friends...
)
Resting............ .. ................
)
Writing letters..............
)
playing games................
)
Playing cards.................
)
Doing personal things
)
Handicraft................... .
)
Other - list................

1-18 Same as first deck
19 < ) 24. How well did you enjoy this free choice recreation
Very much............ ..
Much..............
Some................
Little or none......
Undecided. ..........

period?
.................
_________
_________
_________
__________

20 (

) 25. How could you have enjoyed this period more? _________________

21 (

) 26. How worthwhile did you consider the sunset service at camp?
Very much........................
Much..................
Some.................... ..... 7'1
Little or none.......... ..
•'
Undecided.........
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' ~
27. To what extent did you enjoy the following planned night
programs in the evening?
Very
Little
Much
Much
Some
or None
Undecided
Monday • Know Your
22 ( )
......... :
Neighbor..
.... s....... :...... -...
Tuesday
Camp
Fire
23 ( )
:
:
:
Program..
Wednesday - T.V.
24 ( )
Extravaganza
s
L—J
L
:
i
: .
Halloween Party....
.
. t
25 ( )
26 ( )

27 (

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

) 28. After the planned night programs, to what extent did you
spend your time on the following activities?
Quite a bit
Some
Little or none
)
Dancing.......... .......................
.
............. ... s,
„
)
Movies............................
~..................... t_______
)
Playing Games....................
?.......... : ■„
)
Watching TV........................... ,....................... :
:
)
Talking in the Cabin... ______________ :
;
)
Walking.............................
.. ? .
..■?
)
Other - List...............
......... ,
:
......... :
)

36 <

) 29. How well did you enjoy what you did at this time?
Very much.....................
Much................... ..
Some...............
Little or none..........
Undecided..........

37 (

) 30. What suggestions would you have for the improvement of
night recreation?
..........
.........

38 (

39 (

) 31. Did you run for any office or position in the camp or group
elections?
Yes................. ..
No.........................................................
)
32. Did you win?
Yes.................................... ....
No.......... ..
...............
33. To what extent did you enjoy the election
Very much.......... „
Much..............................
,
Some............... ,
,
Little or none.....
Undecided............... ————
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.........34. The following are the major activities conducted at eamp.
Would you rank these in order of your preference? (1st,
2nd, etc.)

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
<
(

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Speakers on citizenship in the morning............ ................
Discussion groups... ........................................................................
, .... .
Activity period. *................
'
Participating in a group.......... ..................................
,,
Group competition.................... .............................. ..............................
, ,
Tournament games (2:00 - 4:00)...................... ..................
Free choice recreation.................................
,
,
Sunset service.......... ................
...................... ..
Planned night programs...................................
, .... ... „
Free choice night recreation (9s 00 • 11:00).........
Camp elections............................ ................ .............................................................

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

35. In planning future camp programs, would you suggest
more, about the same, or less emphasis on the
following activities?
More
About the same
Less
Speakers on citizenship
. .
:....... .... . .... /. - ■
:.........
Discussion groups
, ... : ......................... ,
?............
Activity periods
... : ..
..........
... .......
*
Participating in a group
.. '
: .
...... _ . ...... . :....... .
Group competition
t ...... ,
, n
... .....
Tournament games (2:00 - 4:00) ..... :.................................... :........ .
Free choice recreation
,. :.....
. ...................... :.. . ........
Sunset Service
t. .
...... .
... 1............
Planned night programs
:....... . . ................. :. ........
Free choice night recreation
, . . .................. :...........
Camp elections
... ... :........ ..... .........
......« . ...

36. To what extent did you feel the program at camp
the following opportunities?
,
Very
Much
Much
Some
62 (

)

63 (
64 (

)
)

65 (

)

66 (

)

67 (

)

68 (

)

69 (

)

70 (

)

offered you
.
Little
Undeor None
elded

To participate in a
.
.
variety of activities..... _____ •________ :_______ ................ ....
To learn new skills.......
„.j.____ ____ ............... 2------- -- —L...-..,..
To select activities
.
.
based on your own ability. . 8............. 8.............. ‘ ....... ---..... ’■.... -.. ----To achieve cooperation
between campers, agents
.
.
and leaders................. ..
:... ;
.. 8..... ........ *..... -.. -... .............. ......
To do things as an
.
.
individual................
* - .■ 8
‘.... ........ .
To do things as part
.
.
.
of a group.
..............
•-----------;----------- ‘---------------- -------------To have enough free
.
.
time..................................................
:
’
•__________ :________
To achieve recognition for
.
.
worthwhile accomplishments
.. .... ?.... w,.w„,,.8,........... . ........... ..
TO have '•fun”............. . ......... :_______ ________ ‘___________ L-_____
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37. In planning future camp programs, what is your opinion on
the emphasis that should be placed on the following.

71
72
73
74

(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)

Free time................
Education type activities.
Free choice recreation....
Flaxmed recreation.................

‘

Less

About the same

More

;
:

.... ..

.

...

:
:
:
t

38. What is your reaction to the supervision of your
activities at camp by the agents and leaders?

75 (

)

76 (

)

Too easy................. .. .
About right.......
,
Too strict........
....
*
Undecided....
________
39. How well did you enjoy the camp overall?
Very much.........
.
Much........... ..
_________
Some.............. ________
Little or none.... ________
Undecided.............. ________
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